First Assault 2019 ! Traveler Vinyl was sold out in pre-order, the repress will follow in 2 weeks ! Our Underground
Power Records Rival silver pressed CD release incl. lyrics will hopefully arrive in 2 weeks !
Brandnew Underground Power Records CD + VINYL Releases - 3 x NWOTHM !
FRENZY - Blind Justice (NEW*LIM.500 CD*SPA HEAVY METAL*RACER X*RIOT*JUDAS PRIEST) – 13 €
Underground Power Records 2019 - Brandnew limited Edition CD - 500 copies only ! Incl. Killer 16 - pages Comic Artwork / Booklet !
For Fans of Racer X, Riot, Heavy Load, Judas Priest, Malice, Scorpions, Dokken, Accept, Lizzy Borden
Fantastic Mix between Speed Metal and melodic old school 80's Hard Rock ! Awesome Vocals, a pounding rhythm section and unbelievable
great guitar riffs and solo wizardry !
KAINE – A Crisis of Faith (NEW*LIM.500 CD*BRITISH STEEL*IRON MAIDEN*MONUMENT+3 BONUS) - 13 €
Underground Power Records 2019 – Brandnew Limited Edition of 500 copies CD – British Steel at its best ! Finally as real Silver pressed CD incl.
3 Bonus Tracks !
Cover Artwork by Alan Lathwell ! For Fans of early Iron Maiden (DiAnno), Judas Priest, Dark Forest, Monument
This is Kaine's new album A CRISIS OF FAITH the first full length release from the line-up that features Rage Sadler (Guitars and Vocals), Chris
MacKinnon (Drums, Keys, and Vocals), Saxon Davids (Lead Guitar and Backing Vocals) and Stephen Ellis (Bass and Backing Vocals). The new
release features songs written by all four bands members and has been a collaborative effort. The album has been written and rehearsed since
August 2015.
OATH - Legion (NEW*LIM.500 CD*EPIC NWOBHM*LEGEND*ANGEL WITCH*MAGNESIUM) – 11 €
Underground Power Records 2019 – Brandnew Limited Edition of 500 copies CD – British Steel at its best ! 4 Page Booklet incl. Lyrics !
Oath is the personal project of Scottish heavy metal band Tantrum's guitarist Steve Waddell - and its fantastic Epic NWOBHM worship
For Fans of Hällas, Wytch Hazel and early Epic NWOBHH - Angel Witch, Praying Mantis, Legend Gorgon or Magnesium (both from Japan), who
know fully well what creates the magic within songs from this time period; catchy rhythm riffs intertwining with cleverly arranged vocal
melodies, interesting resolutions to highly anticipated phrases, and melodious solo-work with an ear for harmony with balls.
Limited 12" Edition will be released through Underground Power Records !
SATAN'S FALL - Forever Blind 7" (LIM.233 BLACK VINYL*FIN HEAVY METAL*VIRTUE*M.FATE*SATAN*A.WITCH) - 8 €
Underground Power Records 2018 - Brandnew Killer 7" by these young Finnish warriors, delivering classic metal in the vein of the old
NWOBHM/Speed metal masters.
The Nordic traditional Heavy Metal Underground strikes again ! Incl. TOP GUN - Metal Cover of "DANGER ZONE" originally by Kenny Loggins
Limited Edition 7" - 233 Copies in Black Vinyl + Hand numbered !
A mixture of early IRON MAIDEN, JUDAS PRIEST, SATAN, MERCYFUL FATE, VIRTUE and ANGEL WITCH.
SATAN'S FALL - Forever Blind 7" (LIM.100 SPLATTER VINYL*FIN HEAVY METAL*VIRTUE*M.FATE*SATAN*A.WITCH) - 10 €
Underground Power Records 2018 - Brandnew Killer 7" by these young Finnish warriors, delivering classic metal in the vein of the old
NWOBHM/Speed metal masters.
The Nordic traditional Heavy Metal Underground strikes again ! Incl. TOP GUN - Metal Cover of "DANGER ZONE" originally by Kenny Loggins
Limited Edition 7" - 100 copies in Blue/Black/White Splatter Vinyl + Hand numbered !
A mixture of early IRON MAIDEN, JUDAS PRIEST, SATAN, MERCYFUL FATE, VIRTUE and ANGEL WITCH.

CDS
313 - Three Thirteen (NEW*US 80's METAL*TIM AYMAR VOCALS*LIM.500*WARRIOR*SHOK PARIS) - 15 €
Divebomb Records2019 - Brandnew US 80's Metal Masterpiece with Tim Aymar (Pharaoh + Control Denied) ! Limited Edition of 500 copies !
For Fans of: Warrior, Sword, Omen, Icon, Shok Paris and Malice
Limited edition CD – only 500 units pressed worldwide – digitally remastered – band supplied photos – full color 20 page booklet with new
band notes
Around late-'83/early-'84, a group called Discipline took shape in Pittsburgh, PA; transitioning from playing covers into an original hard
rock/metal outfit. Discipline laid down a two-song demo that gained local momentum via the Pittsburgh Steel radio show before disbanding in
1985, at which time the remaining members—founder Doug Appel (guitar), Mark Menold (guitar), and Ned Lyden (drums)—joined forces with
two former members of another Pittsburgh act called Overlord—bassist David Kendrick and vocalist Tim Aymar (later of Pharaoh, Control
Denied, Psycho Scream, Triple X, and many more)—and thus 313 was born.
By year's end 1985, 313 had tracked a whopping 10 songs at Gamut Productions, achieving a striking balance between catchy, melodic hard
rock and a heavier lean toward traditional metal. Continued writing, rehearsing, and gigging ensued, amidst which an aggressive, faster-paced
drummer by the name of Kirk Henry entered the fold—aiding 313's continued growth toward harder-edged metal. Finally, during the winter of
1987/1988, the group settled into Aircraft Recording Studios to complete what should have been their debut full-length album. Sadly, these
would prove to be 313's final sessions. After a failed contract with CBS-distributed PARC Records and a short-lived attempt to remain
financially solvent as a cover act (operating under the name of Jet Screamer), mounting tensions within the lineup brought things to an end in
1988.
Now, just over 30 years later, Divebomb Records is thrilled to rescue this highly sought-after material from the depths of obscurity with a 19song, near-complete discography from 313. Fully remastered by Jamie King at The Basement Recording, the disc's booklet is packed with
photographs, press clippings, ephemera, and a nine-page interview with the band.
ACOLYTES OF MOROS - The Wellspring (NEW*SWE DOOM METAL*STILLBORN*WARNING) - 13 €
Nine Records 2018 – Fantastic SWE Melancholic Doom Metal for Fans of Reverend Bizarre, Revelation, Warning, Stillborn
This is TOP 5 Doom Metal release 2018 ! Highly recommended !

The debut album of the Swedish doom metal trio presents universal astral might that pushes the boundaries of the physical plane and seeps
through the Wellspring of creation. Acolytes of Moros maintains the link that binds its life-waters to the dying world.
The Wellspring consists of five powerful and brooding tracks that explores the negative side of spirit. Expect the strength of Reverend Bizarre,
Revelation and Burzum combined and unleashed in a vast fountain of melancholy!
AFTERIMAGE – Traveler In Crystal Visions (NEW*GRE MELODIC METAL*DOKKEN*FIFTH ANGEL*RIOT) - 13 €
Steel Gallery Records 2018 - Brandnew Melodic Heavy Metal at its best by these Hellenic newcomers! Amazing vocals, fantastic twin guitars
and explosive rhythm section!
The band from Syros Island (Greece) delivers Heavy Metal in the melodic vein of bands like RIOT, FIFTH ANGEL old DOKKEN and Y&T.
Founded back in 2015 by vocalist Chris Papadakis and drummer Kostas Moiragias. From the very first days they started to compose their
originals. In 2017 they recorded their debut album that will be officially released on December, 21st.
ALTAR OF OBLIVION - The Seven Spirits (PRE-ORDER*EPIC DOOM METAL*S.AETURNUS*A.KODEX) - 14 €
Shadow Kingdom Records 2019 – Brandnew Epic Doom Metal at its Best !
For Fans of CANDLEMASS, SOLITUDE AETURNUS, COUNT RAVEN, ATLANTEAN KODEX, PROCESSION and SOLSTICE
ALTAR OF OBLIVION are simply one of the best pure METAL bands around right now. The Danish kings proved it with 2012's classic Grand
Gesture of Defiance album, they proved it with the teasingly short Barren Grounds EP in 2016, and they prove it more than ever with The
Seven Spirits. Arguably more so than any of their no-less-considerable and widely celebrated records, here ALTAR OF OBLIVION skillfully glide
from morose 'n' mournful DOOM to absolutely EPIC and daresay regal traditional metal, safely evading any cliches or easy classification whilst
reverently adding to the rich and enduring lexicon of heavy metal. If anything, this is as close to total '80s metal as the band have gotten - but
as always, done in that special ALTAR OF OBLIVION way.
ANGEL OF DAMNATION - Heathen Witchcraft (NEW*DOOM METAL/NWOBHM KILLER*CROSS VAULT*NOCTURNAL) - 14 €
Shadow Kingdom Records 2018 - Traditional Doom Metal with Members of Nocturnal, Cross Vault + Dawn of Winter !
ANGEL OF DAMNATION specialize in witching classic-style doom. Perhaps not surprisingly, it all comes courtesy of a quartet of underground
diehards, including FRONT BEAST mainman Avenger on guitar, the rhythm section of Cross Vault (drummer Skullsplitter and Avenger also play
in longtime cult faves Nocturnal), and prolific vocalist Gerrit Mutz (Sacred Steel, Battleroar, Dawn of Winter) under the ever-apt handle
Doomcult Messiah. Together, they created the cult debut Carnal Philosophy, released in 2011. Those who had the opportunity to hear it
thrilled to the aeons-old metal magick across its concise-yet-expansive 37 minutes. But now, with Heathen Witchcraft, ANGEL OF DAMNATION
have perfected their style in a most haunting manner.
Like some lost relic of the NWOBHM, on Heathen Witchcraft, true to its title, ANGEL OF DAMNATION purge the witchfinder generals and
celebrate the old-world splendor of medieval witchery. And compared to the no-less-considerable debut, on LP#2 do they create even longer
and more enveloping epics which both firmly establish a fog-choked atmosphere and dispense with time-honored metal classicism. Of course,
the album begins most spookily, hitting a fever pitch of harrowing horror on the title track, and then successively builds into (and finishes) with
moody, galloping hard-chargers like "Lord of the Seven Churches" and "Tear Off the Veil of the Sun." Through it all, Doomcult Messiah is in top
form, seemingly narrating these dark events in realtime.
ANTIOCH - Antioch III: Wings and Warlocks (NEW*CAN HEAVY/SPEED METAL*ENFORCER*PRIEST) - 14 €
Marquee Records 2018 - Canadian New Wave Of Old School Heavy/Speed/Power Metal Attack!!! For the first time their 3rd Album on real
silver pressed CD !
Antioch is no nonsense band that plays straight ahead heavy metal that resembles a bit of Manilla Road, NWOBHM and more currently a bit of
Visigoth.
But the band’s greatest weapon comes in the form of one Mister Nicholas Allaire. Screaming like Halford by way of King Diamond, he makes
high notes tremble before his power.
For Fans of Judas Priest, Iron Maiden, Manilla Road, Visigoth, Enforcer, Skull Fist, Cauldron
Antioch - Antioch II: First Strÿke (NEW*CAN HEAVY/SPEED METAL*OMEN*J.PRIEST*M.CHURCH*VISIGOTH) - 14 €
Marquee Records 2018 - Canadian New Wave Of Old School Heavy/Speed/Power Metal Attack!!! For the first time their 2nd Album on real
silver pressed CD ! Includes their first EP as bonus.
Musically, Antioch II: First Strÿke combines some Riot/Priest-style Power Metal with more Traditional Metal in the vein of Omen, Cirith Ungol,
Visigoth and Metal Church with just a breath of the NWOBHM.
But the band’s greatest weapon comes in the form of one Mister Nicholas Allaire. Screaming like Halford by way of King Diamond, he makes
high notes tremble before his power.
BLADE KILLER - High Risk (NEW*CD EDITION*US METAL*IRON MAIDEN*JAGUAR*FORTRESS) - 14 €
M-Theory 2018 - Brandnew Debut Album - US Metal in the vein of classic, speedy NWOBHM from Los Angeles! Following their Killer Debut EP
on Underground Power Records 2014 !
For fans of early Iron Maiden, Jaguar, Tygers of Pan Tang, Cloven Hoof, Night Demon, Lord Fist
The crafting of inviting guitar harmonies a la Iron Maiden and Thin Lizzy gives the material a catchy, digestible element. The addition of
harmony and addictive choruses is put to use even more. Having three guitarists certainly helps enable the band to create such mammoth riffs
and melodic lines.
BLOOD CURSE - Sorceress (NEW*US METAL/NWOBHM*NIGHT DEMON*ANGEL WITCH*CLOVEN HOOF) - 14 €
Stormspell Records 2018 - Brandnew Classic heavy metal from Kentucky, influenced by NWOBHM
For Fans of Iron Maiden, Angel Witch, Witchfinder General, Cloven Hoof, Night Demon
BOOZE CONTROL - Forgotten Lands (NEW*GER HEAVY METAL*IRON MAIDEN*METAL INQUISITOR*PRIEST) - 14 €
Gates Of Hell Records 2019 - Brandnew 4th Album ! Classic Heavy Metal / NWOBHM from Germany !
For Fans of Iron Maiden, Metal Inquisitor, Judas Priest

Fourth album from steadily evolving and maturing German old-school metal bashers. On their Gates of Hell Records debut Forgotten Lands,
Germanys Booze Control continue to evolve into classic metal songsmiths with tracks that adopt a more serious tone than previous efforts.
Formed in 2009 in Braunschweig, Germany, Booze Control came together at the spur of the moment when guitarist/vocalist David Kuri, bassist
Steffen Kurth and drummer Lauritz Lor Jilge, were asked to assemble a band for a local event.
CHAPEL OF DISEASE - ... And as We Have Seen the Storm, We Have Embraced the Eye (NEW*DIGPAK) - 14 €
Van Records 2018 – Lim. Digipak CD ! Death Metal meets Hard Rock !
Masterpiece ! For Fans of Tribulation, Venenum, Slaegt or The Devils Blood goes Death Metal !
COLD SWEAT - Break Out (NEW*LIM. US MELODIC METAL/HARD ROCK CLASSIC*MARC FERRARI*KEEL) - 15 €
20th Century Music - Brandnew limited, Remaster / reissue of the cult classic album from Los Angeles' COLD SWEAT, featuring marc Ferrari
from Keel, Erik Gamans (Waysted) and Chris McLernon (later of Saigon Kick) !
DAMIEN - St. Clair Tapes CD+DVD (NEW*LIM.500*US METAL*HEXX*SWORD*JUDAS PRIEST*'87 - '89) - 18 €
Lost Realm Records 2019 - Brandnew limited to 500 copies CD / DVD Edition - fantastic US METAL from the Albums 'Every Dog Has Its Day' and
'Stop This War' - some of the best US Metal ever !
For Fans of HEXX, Savatage, Wild Dogs, Judas Priest (Hell Bent for Leather - Era), Samson, Iron Maiden, Leatherwolf, Sword, Jag Panzer, early
Accept
It is with a tremendous pleasure we bring this CD+DVD release, venturing in DAMIEN's early years! 15 songs with alternative versions from
both full-length albums, flawlessly remastered by Bart Gabriel, plus rare live footage from DAMIEN's early years. It includes 16 page booklet
with official band biography, full lyrics and rare photos! Prepare yourselves for an unmissable piece of DAMIEN's music!
We know all stories must come to an end. Some stories end in a dramatic way, others turn out to be more enlightening... But the beginnings
are always important and essential, because there is where we will find the wills, the hopes, the challenges, and above all, the determination
to go further. The story of DAMIEN is far from over, but we can now have a more precise notion of how the beginning was. With the recordings
present in the ST. CLAIR TAPES, we'll be able to join the moment DAMIEN was making the main hits, for its two future successful full-length
albums.
DAMIEN - Candle of Life CD+DVD (NEW*LIM.500*US METAL*WILD DOGS*JAG PANZER*PRIEST*1990) - 18 €
Lost Realm Records 2019 - Brandnew limited to 500 copies CD / DVD Edition - fantastic US METAL - for the first time on CD !!!
For Fans of HEXX, Savatage, Wild Dogs, Judas Priest (Hell Bent for Leather - Era), Samson, Iron Maiden, Leatherwolf, Sword, Jag Panzer, early
Accept
The year of 1990 marks a turning point on DAMIEN's career. Original vocalist Randy V exits the band and the vocal duties are delivered to Troy
Moore, which brings a new vocal approach to the consolidated style of the band. In 1992, a promotional tape is recorded with 7 songs, which
represents one of the best (and not so well-known) music moments of DAMIEN. The tape, with an original pressing of about 100 copies, sold
out very quickly and today is one of the DAMIEN's most desirable items!
We are delighted with the opportunity to have this moment of DAMIEN's history, available in CD for the first time! Besides the 7 songs from
the promotional tape, rare live footage of this era will be included, with two live performances available in DVD! The booklet will comprise full
song lyrics, band biography and photos. Don't miss the opportunity to add CANDLE OF LIFE CD+DVD to your DAMIEN's collection!
DAMIEN - Angel Juice CD+DVD (NEW*LIM.500*US METAL 1995*JAG PANZER*SWORD*LEATHERWOLF) - 18 €
Lost Realm Records 2019 - Brandnew limited to 500 copies CD / DVD Edition - fantastic US METAL
For Fans of HEXX, Savatage, Wild Dogs, Judas Priest (Hell Bent for Leather - Era), Samson, Iron Maiden, Leatherwolf, Sword, Jag Panzer, early
Accept
It is common knowledge how the 90's decade turned out to be the darkest time for traditional heavy metal. Although, in 1995, DAMIEN
contradicts the current status and puts out its third full length album... And justice must be made: ANGEL JUICE is clearly one of the best US
Metal albums of the 90's! Fronted by Scott Miller as vocalist, Rob Brug on drums, together with DAMIEN masterminds Kevin 'Killer' Kekes
(bass) and Chuck Stohl (guitars), ANGEL JUICE is a real heavy metal manifesto, full of intense and intricate compositions!
Now we have the pleasure to release a special edition reissue of this DAMIEN classic! A CD+DVD deluxe edition, comprising the full ANGEL
JUICE album, in a total of 12 songs, with lyrics, band photos, biography and never seen before live footage of that era! Definitely a must-have
for any DAMIEN fan and US Metal appraiser!
DAMIEN - Beyond Apathy CD+DVD (NEW*LIM.500*US METAL*JUDAS PRIEST*SWORD*SAVATAGE*HEXX) - 18 €
Lost Realm Records 2019 - Brandnew limited to 500 copies CD / DVD Edition - fantastic US METAL
For Fans of Metal Church, old Vicious Rumors, Malice, Hittman, old Lizzy Borden HEXX, Savatage, Wild Dogs, Judas Priest (Hell Bent for Leather
- Era), Samson, Iron Maiden, Leatherwolf, Sword, Jag Panzer, early Accept
Again we have classic US Power Metal with Killer Riffs, a pounding Rhythm Section and a powerful Metal Voice - a real must have !
Released in 2011 by the band and with a very short availability, the BEYOND APATHY full-length album marks the return of Toled0's heavy
metal masters DAMIEN, after some years of intermission from recording duties. Fronted again by the original singer Randy V and the original
drummer Johnny 'Evil' Cappelletty, BEYOND APATHY comprises a total of 11 songs of crushing U.S. Metal, with a very doomy, eerie feeling and
a clear manifestation of DAMIEN vitality and willingness for the challenges ahead.
We proudly bring you this special edition of CD+DVD, which includes the full BEYOND APATHY album, with rare live footage of the 2011 tour,
plus interviews, music videos and studio report. Enclosed as well, a 16-page booklet with official band biography, liner notes, song lyrics and
photos. Limited edition of 500 copies.
DEMON BITCH – Hellfriends (NEW*US METAL*2018 REISSUE*BROCAS HELM*CIRITH UNGOL) - 14 €
Dystopian Dogs Records 2018 - US Direct Import - Reissue with a new layout !
After their great Demo Compilation now this is their Debut album, amazing US True Heavy Metal far fans of early JAG PANZER, HEATHENS
RAGE, CIRITH UNGOL, BROCAS HELM
DEMON BITCH is a traditional Heavy Metal band based out of Michigan, USA, with a taste for the strange and obscure realms of the genre. The
history of the band dates back to 2011, when three longtime friends: Mars Weston, Logon Saton, and Samuel Ceckowski, came forth to

cement their breed of Heavy Metal with their self titled 3-song demo, which was released in 2012. The line-up was promptly solidified with the
integral addition of the second guitarist, Solon Saton, which allowed the group to play various live shows, and a US East Coast tour in 2013.
In 2014, the complete line-up came forth with a follow-up to their demo, an EP titled "Death Is Hanging..." which was released by Dying
Victims Productions in Europe and Evil Prevails Productions in Indonesia. The next, and greatest chapter was their debut full-length entitled
"Hellfriends", which was released in June of 2016. A genuine love for the Hard and Heavy, from 80's legends of the underground such as
MERCYFUL FATE, SATAN and ANGEL WITCH, to 70's Progressive and Hard Rock, provided a foundation for the band to stand upon, but it's the
intangible inspiration of fantasy, camaraderie and the unknown, which sculpts the rare sounds by these Hellfriends of Demon Bitch.
DEMONS DREAM - Battle Cry (NEW*GER PRIVATE PR.*HEAVY/SPEED METAL*R.WILD*PRIEST*MAIDEN) - 14 €
GER Private Press 2018 - One of the best Classic 80's style Heavy Metal Bands from Germany in the last 10 years !
Coming from Heidenheim (home of Stormwitch + Brainstorm) Demons Dream have all components that we need - a great Voice, killer Riffs,
harmonic Twin leads and songs from pounding to speed !
For Fans of Judas Priest, Omen, Running Wild, Manilla Road and for sure Iron Maiden
EMERALD - Armed for Battle (NEW*US METAL KILLER '87 + 4 BONUS*QUEENSRYCHE*C.GLORY) - 15 €
No Remorse Records 2018 - Brandnew US 80's Metal Masterpiece - Limited to 500 copies !
CD version includes 4 bonus tracks and booklet with lyrics, photos & liner notes. Highly recommended for fans of Queensryche, Sacred
Warrior, Crimson Glory and ʽ80s US Heavy Power Metal.
EMERALD is a Christian Heavy / Power Metal band from California USA and was formed in late '70s. However, the debut mini album "Armed
For Battle" was released in 1987 and became a cult underground US Metal release and one of the best of its kind.
EVANGELIST - Deus Vult (NEW*EPIC DOOM METAL MASTERPIECE 2018*PROCESSION*CANDLEMASS) - 13 €
Nine Records 2018 – Brandnew Fantastic limited slipcase CD Edition ! Killer Artwork !
Simply the BEST Epic Doom Metal Album 2018 – Highly recommended ! This is a must have !
For Fans of Procession, Candlemass, The Gates of Slumber, early Sorcerer, Atlantean Kodex, Solstice, Solitude Aeturnus, Warning
EXCALIBUR - Generación Maldita DCD (NEW*SPA KILLER HEAVY METAL/NWOBHM CLASSIC ’84 – ’91 ) - 18 €
Fighter Records 2018 - Brandnew Killer Spain Metal Classic – with a lot of NWOBHM influences !!!
30th anniversary 2-CD re-issue, 1st time officially on CD & digital, with remastered sound and 2 re-recorded songs that couldn't make it back in
'88. One of the most rare & sought after albums in the spanish Heavy Metal history!! Includes all their demos, EP's & live stuff from '84 to '91!!
FATAL CURSE - Breaking the Trance (PRE-ORDER*US METAL/NWOBHM*LIEGE LORD*TOKYO BLADE) - 14 €
Shadow Kingdom Records 2019 –US 80*s Power/Speed Metal + NWOBHM !
For Fans of later Thin Lizzy to Tokyo Blade in the prime, early Virgin Steele to early Jag Panzer, Borrowed Time-era Diamond Head to Witch
Cross' Fit for Fight, Liege Lord to Omen to Helstar
Hailing from New York, FATAL CURSE are a veritable throwback to earlier, simpler times. Theirs is a roots-oriented sound squarely focusing on
early speed metal on both sides of the Atlantic and America's contemporaneous power metal movement. No thrashing like a maniac here:
FATAL CURSE create classy 'n' cruising anthems of ageless heavy metal might on Breaking the Trance!
Indeed, much of FATAL CURSE's flash 'n' finesse stems from their power-trio lineup, with each member locked in to the other and pumping out
seamless, gleaming-chrome odes to such timeless topics as "Blade in the Dark," "Priestess of Fire," "Chains of Eternity," and "Eyes of the
Demon," among others. Nope, you "Can't Stop the Thunder" here, especially those lightning-explosive yet narrative leads at the hands of
guitarist Dave Gruver.
FINAL HEIRESS - In The Shadows Of Pain (NEW*LIM.500*CLASSIC HEAVY METAL*HOLLAND*EMERALD) - 14 €
Cult Metal Classic Records 2019 – Brandnew limited to 500 CD – Hollands cult Metal Act FINAL HEIRESS
For Fans of Satan, Emerald, Angel Witch, Halloween (US). FINAL HEIRESS is a band that started back in the mid-80's in Holland and after
disbanding many years ago, they're back in action since 2012. Collectors and demo hounds are already familiar with them mainly through their
classic '84 demo and the hard to find '84 single "You're in my heart". After many years, with the assistance of the EMERALD guitar player Paul
Van Rijswijk who is also a member of the reunited FINAL HEIRESS, we were able to come to an agreement with the band and offer you all their
missing recordings including their unreleased mini album, their demo and of course their classic two song single.
Everything will be available in a deluxe CD limited to 500 units. The album will be entitiled "In The Shadows Of Pain" and as usual the CD will
come with lyrics, remastered sound, band story and tons of great band photos from the 80's until now. Fans of 80's dutch steel should not miss
this one!
FLOTSAM AND JETSAM - The End of Chaos (NEW*LIM.DIGIPAK*US SPEED METAL KILLER) - 15 €
AFM Records 2019 - Brandnew Limited Digipak !
US Speed Metal Comeback - back to the roots of Doomsday + No Place with a lot of Iron Maiden influences !!! Killer Album !!
FORTRESS - Same (NEW*US METAL EP*NIGHT DEMON*ENFORCER*LIEGE LORD*IRON MAIDEN) - 11 €
High Roller Records 2019 - Brandnew US Metal Killer !
Limited Edition of 500 copies - Fili Bibiano als playes in Witherfall !
For Fans of Liege Lord, Omen, Night Demon, Enforcer, Iron Maiden
GATEKEEPER - Grey Maiden (NEW*CAN EPIC METAL*VISIGOTH*BROCAS HELM*E.CHAMPION*SLOUGH FEG) - 11 €
Cruz Del Sur Records 2019 - Brandnew EP - CAN Epic Metal at ist best - for Fans of Visigoth, Eternal Champion, Iron Maiden, Brocas Helm,
Slough Feg
One of 2018s true melodic metal breakout acts returns with sterling four-song EP. Hot off the heels of their acclaimed East of Sun debut,
Canadas Gatekeeper strike while the iron is hot with the Grey Maiden EP, featuring a scorching new cut, re-recording of an old favorite,
acoustic song and cover of an obscure NWOBHM track. The metal scene moves fast. Hundreds of releases are made available every month
from new bands jockeying for position or veteran outfits doing their best to keep up with the times. It simply may no longer be feasible to

release an album, support it with some shows, then disappear for two years only to do it all over again. Such is the line of thinking for Canadas
Gatekeeper, who return in 2019 with the four-song Grey Maiden EP.
The follow-up to their successful East of Sun full-length debut, Grey Maiden includes the brand-new title track and acoustic Moss, a rerecording of Tale of Twins from their first demo and a cover of Richard III by obscure NWOBHM outfit Tredegar. Gatekeeper - who consist of
vocalist Jean-Pierre, guitarist/founding member Geoff Blackwell, lead guitarist Kenny Kroecher, bassist David Messier and drummer Tommy
Tro - originally had the idea to record an EP after being asked by Skol Records to contribute to their NOWBHM compilation, Grandbreton
Invasion. Figuring they were already going to be ensconced in the studio recording Richard III, Gatekeeper decided to waste no time in pulling
the Grey Maiden EP together, providing their fans with an early 2019 treat.
The title track finds Gatekeeper at their melodic best, showcasing the bands penchant for twin guitar harmonies as well as the impressive
range of Jean-Pierre, who ably weaves between heavy, complex riffing. In fact, Jean-Pierres work on Grey Maiden, Tale of Twins and Richard
III, showcase a vocalist now coming into his own, something that Blackwell attests to the pairs deep well of ideas and constant flow of
communication between the bands home base of Vancouver and Jean-Pierres current locale of Portland, Oregon. Blackwell, the consummate
riff and melody writer, JP, a vocalist who likes to think outside of the box, are often looking for unique rhythmic patterns to suit his versatile
vocals.
GLACIER - Glacier 2019 Reissue (NEW*LIM.300 CD*US METAL CLASSIC 1985 + BONUS TRACK) - 14 €
Cult Metal Classic Records 2019 – Brandnew limited to 500 CD – US Metal Classic + Bonus Track
For Fans of Ruffians, Villain, Crimson Glory, early Queensryche, Omen, Heir Apparent, Attacker
GLACIER hail from Portland, Oregon and through the years they have gained a cult status among metal fans and collectors, making their music
highly sought after. The reissue of their unique 1985 EP, consists music made by the '83-'85 line-up of the band, covering the period from Tim
Proctor joining through the departure of co-founder, Sam Easley. The CD includes a 20-page booklet, with lyrics, tons of cult photos of the
band, biography and stories from the members of the band.
Everything will be available in a deluxe CD limited to 300 units. Includes one bonus song "Sands Of Time".
HAUNT - If Icarus Could Fly (PRE-ORDER*US METAL KILLER*IRONFLAME*NIGHT DEMON) - 14 €
Shadow Kingdom Records 2019 - Brandnew massively anticipated second album of America's HAUNT, If Icarus Could Fly !
A lot of great Guitar Harmonies over an classic 80's oldschool feeling and production !
For Fans of Angel Witch, DiAnno's Iron Maiden, Ironflame, Cauldron, Night Demon
Simply put, HAUNT is the new face of traditional heavy metal & hard rock. Masterful despite their young years as a band, HAUNT began as a
solo project of Beastmaker frontman Trevor William Church and promptly self-released its debut EP, Luminous Eyes, during the summer of
2017. Not long after, the EP was picked up for physical release by SHADOW KINGDOM, and henceforth did HAUNT begin its ascent...
With Luminous Eyes reaping widespread acclaim from both fans and critics alike, the stage was set for HAUNT's inevitable debut album. Aptly
titled Burst Into Flame, the band's full-length debut was released during the summer of 2018 and promptly burned a whole new path for
HAUNT. Now expanded into a full working lineup, Church's vision proved infinitely powerful and poignant: here, HAUNT's blend of turn-of-the'80s heavy metal with touches of '70s hard rock positively exploded with electricity and excitement at every turn. And that electricity reached a
fever pitch as the band hit the touring circuit thereafter, culminating with a rapturously received run on the Speed of the Wizard tour
supporting High on Fire, Municipal Waste, and Toxic Holocaust.
Not ones to rest on their considerable laurels, HAUNT are back less than a year after their debut album with the even stronger If Icarus Could
Fly. Taking everything that was so magical about Burst Into Flame - compact songcraft, immediately memorable hooks, impassioned playing,
an understated emotional element that elevates everything above mere party fodder - and fine-tuning it to near-perfection, If Icarus Could Fly
is a step-up on every level.
And once again, at every turn there's an absolute ANTHEM, perhaps best exemplified by the unforgettable "It's In My Hands," a masterpiece of
a song that will likely be the "hit" of the album. Elsewhere, HAUNT have simply sharpened their attack with seemingly effortless ease: heavy
and heartfelt, with an expressiveness that encapsulates everything that's so engaging and enduring about traditional metal. Simply put, If
Icarus Could Fly is a natural progression from HAUNT's debut album and the next chapter in their saga as new kings.
HELIX - White Lace & Black Leather (NEW*LIM.600*CAN HARD ROCK/MELODIC METAL CLASSIC) - 14 €
ProgAOR Records 2019 - Brandnew lim. 600 - expanded reissue presented with 12-page booklet with lyrics printed for the very first time plus
rare photos and liner notes by Brian Vollmer. Released on CD for the first time in Europe. Includes two unreleased bonus tracks!
HELIX are a Canadian institution as much as Rush, Triumph and April Wine. They achieved much success in the mid' 80's with albums like No
Rest for the Wicked, Walkin' the Razor's Edge and Long way to Heaven. They had singles in the charts, videos on MTV and stadium festival
appearances. Walkin' the Razor's Edge 1984 album was their best sales mark, selling over half a million copies. HELIX are still active today and
still led by the eternal band frontman Brian Vollmer, a true Rock & Roll legend from Canada.
Album digitally transferred from the master reels, presented in a 12-page booklet with album liner notes by Brian Vollmer, 1980/81 photos
and the lyrics reproduced for the first time, including two unreleased bonus tracks from 1981 taken from the original 1/4" tapes owned by
band leader and frontman extraordinaire Brian Vollmer.
This is the ultimate White Lace & Black Leather reissue, and the very first time it is released on CD in european soil.
An absolute delight to the fans and an important piece of Canadian Rock history!
HELIX - Breaking Loose - 40th Anniversary Edition (NEW*LIM.600*CAN HARD ROCK/MELODIC METAL CLASSIC) - 14 €
ProgAOR Records 2019 - Brandnew lim. 600 copies Anniversary reissue presented with 12-page booklet with lyrics printed for the very first
time plus rare photos and liner notes by Brian Vollmer. Released on CD for the first time in Europe.
HELIX are a Canadian institution as much as Rush, Triumph and April Wine. They achieved much success in the mid' 80's with albums like No
Rest for the Wicked, Walkin' the Razor's Edge and Long way to Heaven. They had singles in the charts, videos on MTV and stadium festival
appearances. Walkin' the Razor's Edge 1984 album was their best sales mark, selling over half a million copies. HELIX are still active today and
still led by the eternal band frontman Brian Vollmer, a true Rock & Roll legend from Canada.
Album digitally transferred from the master reels, presented in a 12-page booklet with the band's early years history, late 70s photos and the
lyrics reproduced for the first time, including two unreleased bonus tracks from 1979 taken from the original 1/4" tapes owned by band leader
and frontman extraordinaire Brian Vollmer.
This is the ultimate Breaking Loose reissue, and the very first time it is released on CD in european soil.

An absolute delight to the fans and an important piece of Canadian Rock history!
HERETIC - Breaking Point / Torture Knows no Boundary (NEW*LIM.US POWER METAL) - 15 €
Urubuz Records 2018 - Brandnew limited first Cd released by this awesome US Power / Thrash Metal band. Official version licensed to Brazil by
Metal Blade. Special 30yrs Anniversary Edition . Debut EP + first Album on one CD !
For Fans of Armored Saint, Metal Church, Meliah Rage, Vicious Rumors, Flotsam + Jetsam, Wargasm
HESSIAN - Mercenary Retrograde (NEW*US METAL*WYTCH HAZEL*T.LIZZY*TROUBLE*B.HELM) - 13 €
Urtod Void Records 2018 - Brandnew US Metal in the vein of Wytch Hazel, High Spirits, Thin Lizzy, Iron Maiden, Witchfinder General, Trouble,
Cirith Ungol, Manilla Road, Brocas Helm
4 years after "Bachelor Of Black Arts" Hessian – a Portland/Maine band that penetrate the heavy music scene through their blend of infectious
guitar harmonies, evil melodies, and all- around enticing songwriting that promotes a bygone era of the 1970’s and early 80’s.
ICARUS WITCH – Goodbye Cruel World (NEW*US IMPORT*US METAL*IRONFLAME*NIGHT DEMON) - 15 €
Cleopatra Records 2018 - US Direct Import - CD, Fantastic US Metal for Fans of Ironflame, Night Demon, early Scorpions, Judas Priest or Iron
Maiden
First new album in 6 years from the band Blabbermouth calls “Well-executed, superbly mixed heavy metal!”
Features new vocalist Andrew D’Cagna (Brimstone Coven, Ironflame) and drums by Jon Rice (Scorpion Child, Skeletonwitch, Behemoth) as well
as a gorgeous duet with Katharine Blake (Mediæval Bæbes, Miranda Sex Garden) and the band’s first ever instrumental!
Pre-production by Neil Kernon (Queensrÿche, Judas Priest) and mastered by Erik Martensson (Eclipse, H.E.A.T.)!
Having played with Black Sabbath & Queensryche, toured as Iron Maiden vocalist, Paul DiAnno’s backing band and featured guest stars such as
Rainbow’s Joe Lynn Turner and Dokken’s George Lynch on previous albums — no US group combines traditional heavy metal and dark AOR like
Pittsburgh, PA’s Icarus Witch!
IMMORTAL GUARDIAN - Age of Revolution (NEW*US PROG/POWER METAL*DREAM THEATER*MALMSTEEN) - 14 €
M-THEORY AUDIO 2018 - Brandnew progressive und technical US Power Metal from TEXAS !
For Fans of early Malmsteen, Dream Theater, Savatage, Dragonforce, Kamelot, Angra, Manticora, Into Eternity, Helloween
10 from 10 Points at Metal Temple
The Texas-based “super metal” quartet IMMORTAL GUARDIAN – whose founding member, Gabriel Guardian, has earned extensive notoriety
for his ability to shred on guitar and keyboard simultaneously – delivers ten face-melting blasts of shred on their debut full-length, “Age of
Revolution.” Hailing from the same state as guitar greats Dimebag Darrell and Stevie Ray Vaughan, IMMORTAL GUARDIAN proudly fly the flag
of musical innovation and virtuosity for the Lone Star State. Over the past few years, the group has released two acclaimed EPs, “Revolution
Part I” (produced by Roy Z of Halford/Bruce Dickinson fame) and “Super Metal: Edition Z,” that showcased a full-frontal assault of anthemic
melodies, technical rhythms, furious shred and high-flying vocals by Brazilian singer Carlos Zema (Outworld).
In support of their EPs, the group has made jaws drop on stages in not only their home state – where they've performed alongside some of the
biggest names in metal, including Judas Priest, Dragonforce, Kamelot, Symphony X, Sonata Arctica, Slayer, Metal Church, Soilwork and Steve
Vai – but also abroad in countries such as Brazil and Russia, and during high-profile performances at ESPN's X Games, South By Southwest and
the Fun Fun Fun Fest. In addition, Gabriel Guardian has developed an extensive following on YouTube, where his unique dual-instrument
covers of classics by the likes of Iron Maiden, Pantera and Guns N' Roses have garnered hundreds of thousands of views. His virtuosity was also
recently showcased on the MTV program “Amazingness.” This summer, Gabriel will tour North America extensively as a guest member of
video game metal icons PowerGlove. The band will also play several shows this summer with Exmortus, Hatchet and label mates The Absence.
INTERACTION – Warriors (NEW*LIM.500 DCD*SWE HARD ROCK*OVERDRIVE*S.MOUNTAIN) - 18 €
Cult Metal Classic Records 2019 – Brandnew limited to 500 DCD - SWE HARD ROCK Anthology
For Fans of Silver Mountain, Overdrive, Treat, Universe
Legendary Swedish hard rock / metallers INTERACTION were one of the oldest Swedish hard rock bands having been formed in the late 70's
but also existing under different names before 1979. With a career spanning over 15 years, the band released a series of great demos, songs,
compilations and albums and it was a matter of time until all this material was available as a great anthology.
Janne Stark, the well known Swedish guitar player and author of the Swedish Hard Rock & Heavy Metal Encyclopedia, dropped the idea and set
the wheels in motion and thanks to him, pretty soon you'll be holding in your hands a double disc deluxe CD reissue featuring almost
everything the band has ever written, including story on the band and cool photos from the entire history of the band.
If you're into 70's / 80's hard rock and heavy metal, that successfully blends Thin Lizzy type hard rock with melodic metal and pomp rock
touches, then INTERACTION will definitely be your thing.
The CD reissue will be entitled "Warriors" and will be limited to 500 copies.
JON SCHAFFER'S PURGATORY - Purgatory (NEW*LIM.DIGIPAK*PRE-ICED EARTH*US METAL*OMEN*LIEGE LORD) - 14 €
Century Media Records 2018 - US Metal at its very best ! This is Pre - Iced Earth with their best Songs in the vein of the first 3 Iced Earth
Albums or Omen / Liege Lord !
Limited Digipak CD - Metal legends ICED EARTH were formed in 1985 by Jon Schaffer but they didn’t take that name until 1988—before that,
they were known as PURGATORY. Schaffer has reunited most of the line up from those days and released a five track EP, containing songs that
were written in the mid 80s. The album is dedicated to Richard Bateman, the band’s original bassist, who died before the EP went into
production.
JUDICATOR - The Last Emperor (NEW*LIM.500 DIGIPAK + BONUS*US POWER METAL) - 14 €
Alone Records 2019 – Brandnew ltd 500, European version, 1 bonus track, Digipack - US POWER Metal
Judicator’s fourth full-length album returns to the world of historical power metal.
For Fans Of: BLIND GUARDIAN, JAG PANZER, SCANNER
KATELLA – Shades Of Grey/Freakshow 47 (NEW*US METAL*ARMORED SAINT*OMEN*SAVATAGE) - 14 €
Arkeyn Steel Records 2018 - Brandnew melodic US Power Metal 1995/2000 - Limited Edition of 500 copies !

Katella from Wisconsin, USA were founded in 1990 and from their very first days they followed a very specific direction playing their favorite
music: Melodic Heavy Metal.
For Fans of early QUEENSRYCHE, LIZZY BORDEN, VICIOUS RUMORS, ARMORED SAINT (“Symbol…” era), WILD DOGS (“Reign…” era), RIOT
(“Restless…” era), early LILLIAN AXE, (heavier moments of) WASP, OMEN (“Escape…” era) and SAVATAGE
Their sound evolved throughout the years and got stronger and richer, with their 1995 “Shades Of Grey” CD being a great example of their
musical style. It features some of the most fantastic vocal melodies, explosive riffing and best melodic guitar leads someone can hear. Only
1000 copies were pressed on the small Megalithic Records label and as a result the CD went out of print very quickly.
Things are pretty much the same -if not better- on their “Freakshow 47” album that was privately released by the band back on 2000. Another
1000 copies were pressed and they were gone really fast.
Arkeyn Steel Records presents both of their releases in one CD. Remastered, packed with lyrics and unreleased photos, including a bonus song
from the band’s unreleased 1990 demo “Winds Of Change”.
This is amazing first class Melodic Heavy Metal delivered by a band who knew how to compose magnificent songs! For sure not to be missed!
LATENT FURY/ION VEIN – Demo 1991/Beyond Tomorrow (NEW*US METAL*CRIMSON GLORY*QUEENSRYCHE) - 14 €
Arkeyn Steel Records 2018 - FINALLY! One of the most important demo tapes of the second wave of US Power Prog Metal plus one of the best
Power/Prog debut albums of the same 90s era, are officially reissued on a combo release. One guitarist, two bands, one release - Limited
Edition of 500 copies !
US Power/Prog excellence. The one and only Latent Fury demo plus the Ion Vein debut album, both out of print since ages. Re-released
together for the first time, remastered and packed with unreleased songs, lyrics and never before seen photos.
LATENT FURY from Chicago, Illinois were formed back in 1989 by guitarist Chris Lotesto and vocalist Tom Sobczynski. In 1991 they released
their one and only, same titled, demo tape which considered as an absolute holy grail on the US Power/Prog Metal universe. Three
masterpieces in the vein of old FATES WARNING, CRIMSON GLORY and QUEENSRYCHE were included in the tape. The band started to take
local stages by storm. Their shows were awesome and they played even more originals. Unfortunately, the band didn’t last long. In 1994 they
split up without managing to return on the studio to record the rest of their material. Lotesto moved forward to form ION VEIN with vocalist,
Russ Klimczak.
“Beyond Tomorrow”, the debut album by ION VEIN was released in 1999, representing an evolved, more melodic and complex sound
combining the vibes of SAVATAGE and QUEENSRYCHE on a solid and inspired musical result. The album generated a huge impact on the
underground and it is considered today as one of the best releases of the 90s US Power Prog Metal scene. It was released by the band’s own
Majesphere Records and it became out of print very quickly, remaining without a reissue until today.
Arkeyn Steel Records packs the LATENT FURY demo and the ION VEIN debut, adding as bonus the unreleased LATENT FURY originals that were
only recorded live on the band’s shows.
This is a key reissue for everyone deeply focused on the US Power Prog Metal. Everything -even the live recordings- is remastered from scratch
for the best possible sound. Lyrics, info and lots of unreleased photos are also included. The messenger flies beyond tomorrow offering you the
ultimate US Power Prog experience. Do not miss it!
LEVEL FIELDS - 1104 (BEW*GER PROG/TECH METAL - ALAN TECCHIO on VOCALS*WATCHTOWER*HADES) - 13 €
Pure Steel Records 2018 - Brandnew German Metal with Doomy and Prog influences, 2018 Album, with Alan Tecchio on vocals
MAGIC CIRCLE - Departed Souls (NEW*US DOOM/NWOBHM*ORCHID*PAGAN ALTAR*SABBATH) - 14 €
20 Buck Spin 2019 – Pre-Order: 01.03.2019 – Brandnew 3rd Album - US EPIC/DOOM Metal stuff again - Magic Circle plays this Epic, NWOBHMinfluenced Metal with wonderful, melancholic Melodies and a great Voice - highly recommended !
For Fans Hour of 13, Black Sabbath (OZZY period), Trouble, Cirith Ungol, Crypt Sermon, Pagan Altar, WITCHFYNDE, Orchid and The Lamp of
Thoth.
Magic Circle’s self-titled debut hit the true doom scene like a revelation in 2013. Without hype or hyperbole the band effortlessly invoked
fundamental rock n roll truths putting their own stamp on early Heavy Metal darkness. Joining 20 Buck Spin for follow-up ‘Journey Blind’,
Magic Circle again offered that unmistakable classic sound with natural unforced evolution. On their third LP, ‘Departed Souls’, Magic Circle
present an expansive hard rock vision, adorning their signature Doom with seamless psych and prog ornamentation.
‘Departed Souls’ reveals a Magic Circle delving more deeply into ‘70s sounds, expanding farther outward from the primordial Iommic matter of
their birth. Heavy Sabbathian riffs abound, but Magic Circle opens up, stretches out, exposing different shades that recall the moody peaks and
valleys of the classic hard rock LPs of that era. Acoustic 12-string, tablas and Fender Rhodes appear in lush moments of kaleidoscopic
decadence woven into the fabric of the pounding elemental thunder. All the while vocalist Brendan Radigan seals the deal as one of the
premier heavy metal singers of the 21st century, deliverin’ that Wagnerian dynamism and vigor that screams from the heavens and becomes
thoroughly controlled in moments of quiet solemnity.
Though all members are busy with other projects and other lives when these five men come together in the Magic Circle, the chemistry and
palpable rock n roll exhilaration reminds us that this band ain’t never gonna die with the herd.
MASQUE - The Dead of Night (NEW*LIM.CD ED. + 6 BONUS*NWOBHM*WARLOCK*CHASTAIN) - 15 €
No Remorse Records 2019 - Brandnew limited Edition of this megarare NWOBHM Killer + powerful female Vocals - CD + 6 Bonus Tracks !
Highly recommended for fans of Iron Maiden, Chastain, Warlock, Malteze
MASQUE was formed in United Kingdom in 1986 and their first and only mini-album "The Dead Of Night" was released in 1988 on vinyl only.
With strong elements from British metal and Iron Maiden, the album was dominated by the powerful female vocal performance and
excellent compositions. However, it was originally released in few copies and later the band was split, but over the years, "The Dead Of Night"
gained a cult status and it is considered as one of the best British metal releases of its time.
Now, the album is officially reissued for first time on limited edition CD including previously unreleased bonus tracks and liner notes by the
founder and composer.
MASQUERAGE - Hangman's Revelations (NEW*MELODIC METAL KILLER*SAVATAGE*HELLOWEEN*220 VOLT) - 14 €
Stormspell Records 2018 - Brandnew Melodic metal from Finland with big melodic hooks, fiery solos, and soaring vocals.
For fans of Helloween, Gamma Ray, Edguy, Savatage, and Euro / Scandinavian melodic power metal in general Madison, 220 Volt

METAL INQUISITOR - Panopticon (NEW*LIM. DIGIPAK*GER HEAVY METAL*I.MAIDEN*J.PRIEST) - 15 €
Massacre Records 2019 - Brandnew limited Digipak Edition !
Classic GER Heavy Metal with NWOBHM / US METAL influences in the vein of Judas Priest, Iron Maiden, Accept or Saxon !
NEKROMANT - The Nekromant Lives (NEW*SWE HEAVY/DOOM METAL / NWOBHM*IRON MAIDEN*CANDLEMASS*DEMON) - 14 €
Ripple Music 2018 - US Direct Import ! 4-Panel digipack ! Killer Swe Heavy Metal / Doom Metal /Retro Rock + NWOBHM vibes !
For Fans of Iron Maiden and Demon meets Candlemass or Night Demon and Diamond Head meets Black Sabbath - Orchid, The Sword, Black
Sabbath, Crypt Sermon, Kadavar, Graveyard, Magic Circle, Witchcraft
Fantastic Double Leads, great Hooks and awesome Vocals !
After the great Serpent Album and the Debut "Snakes and Liars" this is the 2nd release under their Monicker "NEKROMANT" ! Killer Album one of TOP 3 in 2018 for me !
Hailing from the Swedish city of Vänersborg, the band – formerly known as Serpent – are renowned for delivering a raw, gritty and direct
assault, cast in the fires and a dedicated melting pot of metallic inspirations which include Black Sabbath, Pentagram and Texan rockers, The
Sword.
Following the release of their self-titled album in late 2015 on Transubstans Records, the band played extensively both home and abroad at
large shows such as Sweden Rock Festival and toured with fellow Swedes, Cities of Mars. Their album Nekromant (released under the band’s
original name) received unanimous praise by critics and fans alike and led to a very successful start in 2016 for the trio. Having caught the
attention of Ripple Music, and we immediately fell in love with the way the band wore their influences proudly on their sleeves, with the dark
and heavy majesty of Snakes & Liars (2017) Nekromant undoubtedly carried a torch for old-school metal.
NIGHTFYRE - From Fortune To Ruin (NEW*GER HEAVY/SPEED METAL/NWOBHM*J.PRIEST*ENFORCER*R.WILD) - 13 €
This Charming Man Records 2019 - Great Heavy/Speed Metal with many NWOBHM influences from Germany
Nightfyre hailing from Münster Germany aim to set the metal world on fire. After their demo CD, which sold almost 300 copies, their debut
album „from fortune to ruin“ will make its mark in the german metal scene – cool melodies, classical clean vocals (think early James Hetfield)
and a great mix of midtempo stompers and fast uptempo Killers. Limited CD edition - 500 copies - For Fans of Running Wild, High Spirits,
Enforcer, Skull Fist, Blizzen, Judas Priest, Cauldron White Wizzard
ONWARD - New Fathoms Down (NEW*US METAL*MICHAEL GRANT*CRESCENT SHIELD) - 13 €
Crushing Notes Entertainment 2019 - Brandnew Fantastic US Metal - Remastered CD Digipak 2018 - now for the first time on real Silver
pressed CD !
Toby Knapp + the awesome Michael Grant (RIP) with an US Epic Metal Masterpiece for Fans of Crescent Shield or Pharaoh !
The music was initially sourced from the original 4 track demo cassettes recorded in 2002. In 2014 much of the music was restored and rerecorded by (guitarist) Toby Knapp using Michael Grant’s vocals taken from those 2002 cassettes. In 2018 Crushing Notes Entertainment
recruited Onward’s “Reawaken” album producer/engineer Brett Hansen to re-master the entire project using state of the art equipment at
Audio Art Studios in Las Vegas, NV.
Guitarist Toby Knapp and vocalist Michael Grant (R.I.P.) created this music as very raw demo ideas for a future Onward studio album. Onward
disbanded in 2003 and Grant passed away in 2012. The Music was forgotten and unfinished. In 2014 Knapp revisited the recordings and built
up a new musical soundtrack around the decade old, deteriorating cassette. After doing so, the work sounded more like a cohesive “official”
album and was released in very limited quantities through Shredguy Records.
Many listeners, including Knapp, felt this was Onward’s best material as it truly explored new directions Knapp was planning on taking the
Music.
OVERKILL - The Wings of War (NEW*LIM. DIGIPAK + BONUS TRACK*US THRASH METAL)
Nuclear Blast Records 2019 - Brandnew limited Digipak + Bonus Track
Killer US Speed / Thrash Metal in the Vein of the glorious “Ironbound” Album – a real must have !
For Fans of Testament * Exodus * Anthrax * Kreator * Death Angel * Sacred Reich * Forbidden * Megadeth * Metallica * Annihilator *
Whiplash
PANZER - Tierra De Metales (NEW*LIM.ED*TOP 3 SOUTH AMERICA CLASSIC METAL GEM*1989) - 15 €
Metal Warning Records 2018 - Brandnew limited Edition ! For Fans of Jag Panzer or Judas Priest !
One of the best Heavy Metal albums of 80s South America finally available on real silver print CD. Originally released 1989 as Tape Version only
PARASITE - Same (NEW*SWE HEAVY METAL CLASSIC*HEAVY LOAD*UNIVERSE) - 15 €
No Remorse Records 2018 - Brandnew SWE Heavy Metal Classic Reissue + 5 Bonus, limited to 500 copies
Now, the mini album is officially reissued for first time ever on CD including 5 previously unreleased bonus tracks. Highly recommended for
fans of Europe, Universe, Silver Mountain, Heavy Load.
PARASITE is a Swedish heavy metal band formed in 1981 and disbanded just few years later. However, their "Parasite" debut 12"; EP stood the
test of time and gained a cult status as one
of the best releases of '80s Swedish heavy metal.
PHILADELPHIA - Search & Destroy (NEW*LIM.500 CD + BONUS TR.*US WHITE METAL*REMASTERED) - 14 €
Roxx Records 2018 – Brandnew US White Metal - Limited to only 500 CDs + never released BONUS Track with new reversible artwork and 8
page booklet with new artwork fully remastered.
Philadelphia were one of the premiere Christian rock bands in the 80’s releasing 2 classic and long out of print albums (Tell The Truth and
Search & Destroy) before calling it a day. Then once again reappearing in 2016 to release a rerecorded version of their never released third
album (Warlord) CD version of Search & Destroy with a brand new never released bonus track exclusively for this CD pressing entitled Losin’
Out. The CD editions have been fully remastered and have never sounded better courtesy of Rob Colwell of Bombworks Sound. As well as a
classic new design and package by Scott Waters of No Life Til Metal Graphics. The CD version comes housed in a jewel case with 8 panel insert
limited to 500 pieces only.

POKOLGEP - Totalis Metal (NEW*LIM.500*HEAVY/SPEED METAL*ACCEPT*J.PRIEST*1986 + 2 BONUS) - 13 €
Skol Records 2019 - Brandnew limited to 500 copies reissue 2019, first ever official international reissues of the first four studio albums!
Pokolgép are one of the most important heavy metal acts from Eastern Europe, and their early albums - "Totális Metal" (1986), "Pokoli
Színjáték" (1987), "Éjszakai Bevetés" (1989) and "Metál Az Ész" (1990), are the ultimate classics of the genre, incl. 2 bonus tracks
Killer Heavy/Speed Metal from Hungary, originally released in 1986 with awesome guitar work !
For Fans of Accept, Judas Priest, Iron Maiden, Saxon, ENFORCER, HEAVY LOAD, TERMINAL
POKOLGEP - Pokoli Színjáték (NEW*LIM.500*HEAVY/SPEED METAL*ACCEPT*J.PRIEST*ENFORCER*1987) - 13 €
Skol Records 2019 - Brandnew limited to 500 copies reissue - first ever official international reissues of the first four studio albums!
Pokolgép are one of the most important heavy metal acts from Eastern Europe, and their early albums - "Totális Metal" (1986), "Pokoli
Színjáték" (1987), "Éjszakai Bevetés" (1989) and "Metál Az Ész" (1990), are the ultimate classics of the genre.
For Fans of Accept, Judas Priest, Iron Maiden, Saxon, ENFORCER, HEAVY LOAD, TERMINAL
Killer Heavy/Speed Metal from Hungary, originally released in 1986 with awesome guitar work !
POWERGAME - Masquerade (NEW*GER HEAVY/SPEED METAL/NWOBHM*ANGEL WITCH*I.MAIDEN*RAVEN) - 13 €
Iron Shield Records 2019 - Brandnew Killer 80's Heavy Metal from Germany - totally NWOBHM worship incl. awesome guitar work with double
leads in the Maiden style !
For Fans of TYGERS OF PAN TANG, SAMSON, TANK, RAVEN, HOLOCAUST, ANGEL WITCH, DEMON and early IRON MAIDEN
RIFF RAFF - Robot Stud (NEW*LIM.OFFICIAL BRA PRESS*NWOBHM ‘82*MAIDEN*PRIEST) - 15 €
Hellion Records Brazil 2018 - Brandnew CD of the 2nd Album released by this Finish Heavy Metal Band.
For Fans of early Iron Maiden, Judas Priest, Accept
Raw, powerful, uptempo, melodic, released back in 1982 - what can it be but NWOBHM? If Riff Raff were from Birmingham or Barnsley, they
couldn't prevent rise to stardom, but unfortunately this band failed to attract the attention of larger labels, never becoming well-known
outside of their hometown Oulu.
RIFF RAFF - Give the Dead Man Some Water (NEW*LIM.ED.*FIN HEAVY METAL*OZ*ACCEPT) - 15 €
Hellion Records Brazil 2018 - Brandnew CD of the 3rd Album released by this Finish Heavy Metal Band.
For Fans of early Iron Maiden, Judas Priest, Accept, OZ
Raw, powerful, uptempo, melodic, released back in 1983 - what can it be but NWOBHM? If Riff Raff were from Birmingham or Barnsley, they
couldn't prevent rise to stardom, but unfortunately this band failed to attract the attention of larger labels, never becoming well-known
outside of their hometown Oulu.
RIOT - Archives Volume 2: 1982-1983 CD+DVD (NEW*LIM.SLIPCASE*US METAL*R.FORRESTER) - 17 €
High Roller Records, slipcase, restored and mastered for vinyl by Patrick W. Engel at Temple of Disharmony,
Among numerous other rare and unreleased recordings, »Riot Archives Vol.2« contains a song called Hot Life, which did not make it onto any
Riot album, Rick Ventura believes it was written by Mark Reale.
In addition to that, the record also features the original auditions for Rhett Forrester, with him singing Hard Lovin Man and Vigilante Killer - a
real jewel plus an extraordinary 8-minute version of Loved By You.
Rick Ventura comments: I know. Its so cool! Just one of those things., cover art by Velio Josto (Vulture), bonus DVD
ROYAL ORPHAN – Same (NEW*US PROG/POWER METAL*HEIR APPARENT*TITAN FORCE*LETHAL) - 13 €
US Private Press 2018 – US Direct Import ! Killer US Power / Prog Metal !
For Fans of Titan Force, Queensryche, Fates Warning, Lethal, and especially Heir Apparent
8,5 from 10 Points in Deaf Forever
On their debut same titled EP they deliver an amazing mixture of Progressive / US Power Metal with some classic Heavy Metal touches here
and there.
Overall their sound reminds much on the mighty HEIR APPARENT used to have on their “Graceful Inheritance” debut.
Their main influences are Iron Maiden, Priest, Sabbath, old Savatage, Blue Oyster Cult, Voivod and Thin Lizzy.
RUNELORD - The Battle for Greatness (NEW*EPIC/POWER METAL*MANOWAR*CIRITH UNGOL*V.STEELE) - 14 €
Stormspell Records 2018 - Brandnew second installment from the RUNELORD trilogy.
Runic heavy metal, taking you on an epic sword & sorcery adventure to Valhalla and beyond.
Written by Fredrik Holm and delivered to you courtesy of Cederick (Blazon Stone, Rocka Rollas, Mortyr, Lector, etc.) and George (The Outer
Limits, Moshpit Justice, Blazon Stone).
For fans of Manowar, Cirth Ungol, Lords of the Crimson Alliance, Exorcist, Virgin Steele, epic metal in general.
SACROSANCT - Recesses for the Depraved (NEW*TECH/THRASH METAL '91 + 2 BONUS*EX PESTILENCE) - 13 €
VIC Records 2018 - Rerelease + 2 Bonus Tracks ! Technical Thrash Metal from the Netherlands, EX - Pestilence !
Second Sacrosanct album ‘Recesses for the Depraved’ was recorded in Dust Music Studio (Assorted Heap, Blood, Torchure), during 1991. The
re-issue booklet contains extensive liner notes from BJ Jaschinski (Legacy Magazine / Deaf Forever Magazine and liner notes for Torchure,
Pestilence amongst others). The booklet also contains many rare pictures. The cover painting "The Magician" is a part of H.R. Gigers
Tarotcard's, which was created in 1977. Besides former Pestilence guitar player Randy Meinhard, the line up on the second Sacrosanct album
also features Christian Colli, the bassist/ vocalist on the legendary Asphyx ‘ Enter the Domian’ demo (1988). The album is completely
remastered Max Morton and Randy Meinhard at Morton Studios and contains two exclusive bonus tracks.
SANHEDRIN - The Poisoner (NEW*US METAL*2nd ALBUM*IRON MAIDEN*TROUBLE*AXE WITCH*THIN LIZZY) - 14 €
Cruz Del Sur Records 2019 - Brandnew Highly-anticipated second album from Brooklyn pure metal alchemists that traverses darker paths than
before. A year after the re-release of their A Funeral for the World debut, buzzed-about Brooklyn trio Sanhedrin return with The Poisoner,
which features eight songs of alluring and diverse pure metal that defies categorization.

Fantastic Newcomer from USA with a killer Mix of classic US Metal / Speed Metal and some Doom Elements !
For Fans of Lizzy Borden / Def Leppard / Accept / Thin Lizzy / Queensryche / Iron Maiden / Axe Witch / Tokyo Blade meets Magic Circle /
Trouble / The Obsessed / Black Sabbath w. Ozzy
SCORCHER – Systems Of Time (NEW*GRE POWER METAL*ATTACKER*HELSTAR*CLOVEN HOOF) - 13 €
Steel Gallery Records 2018 - Brandnew third album entitled “Systems Of Time”. Three years after their second album “Steal The Throne”,
Scorcher is back and ready to release a louder, heavier and powerful album with serious technical skill!
Nine heavy/power metal tracks full of speed and power!! Memorable choruses melodic vocals and solos that stick in the head!! A must listen
for the fans of traditional metal worldwide.
For Fans of Helstar, Cloven Hoof, Attacker, Metal Church, Wardrum
If you search for NWOBHM and traditional US metal, THIS IS for you!
The album was produced/mixed by Kosta Vreto (Wardrum) at LittleBig Studio and mastered by Kostas Scandalis (ex-Wardrum, ex-Horizon’s
End) at Infinity Studio.
SCROLLKEEPER - Path to Glory (NEW*US METAL*PRIVATE PR.*VISIGOTH*JUDAS PRIEST) - 11 €
US Private Press 2018 - Brandnew US Direct Import ! US Power Metal from Houston / TEXAS ! Limited Edition professional duplicated Digipak
Edition !
Power metal, New Wave Of British Heavy Metal, and Speed Metal all exist within this goblin-haunted realm!
For Fans of Visigoth, Judas Priest, Helstar, Liege Lord
Scrollkeeper are a homage to mid table 80s metal exploits; the whole sonic force earthy in nature and formed under some rock.
SEAX - Fallout Rituals (NEW*US SPEED METAL*RAZOR*AGENT STEEL*L.DEATH) - 14 €
Shadow Kingdom Records 2019 – Brandnew US Speed Metal Killer – a must have for every Metal Maniac !
For Fans of Agent Steel, Hallows Eve, Living Death, Nasty Savage, Razor, Evil Invaders
A fixture on the true metal scene, Massachussetts' SEAX are a staunchly DIY and hard-touring group. Founded in 2009 with the intent of
playing classic heavy metal, it was 2012 when SEAX's first album arrived with the aptly titled High on Metal. Completely DIY, it set the standard
for which the band would follow. Two years later came To the Grave, further intensifying SEAX's by-now-speeding sound and underlining their
independent spirit. But it was 2016's lay-it-all-on-the-line Speed Metal Mania where the band really came into their own, seemingly perfecting
their infectiously classic speed metal sound. That is, until Fallout Rituals, where SEAX have truly come into their own. Like some long-lost Cobra
Records or Mausoleum release from '84, SEAX come roaring outta the gates with gleaming chrome and billowing exhaust, heading down the
highway literally high on heavy metal. Old Canadian and German gods are hailed, and they see that all is right and righteous with SEAX; there's
no faking this kind of authenticity, this timeless and unbending pursuit of total speed metal. Soaring vocals, exploding solos, locomotive drive,
clear-yet-cutting production, absolute desire and desperation at every turn: Fallout Rituals is once again aptly titled, so focused is their pistonspumping push. Naturally, elder British spirits likewise linger across this landscape, and they are suitably pleased with SEAX's speed metal
mania.
SHAKE THE FAITH - Same (NEW*LIM.500*US MELODIC METAL 1990*DOKKEN*FIREHOUSE) - 14 €
Heaven and Hell Records 2019 - Brandnew US Melodic Metal
• First time ever released on CD
• Re-mastered from the best possible sources
• Includes SKAKEY JANE demo
• Full-color 12-page booklet
• Band history bio & photos
• Complete lyrics
• Limited to 500 worldwide
For fans of Dokken, FireHouse, Kix, Faster Pussycat, Every Mothers Nightmare, Trixter, Extreme
Formed in 1989 by the trio Currie Powers (drums/vocals), Todd Stevens (guitar/vocals), and Jon Weed (bass/vocals) and later recruiting
frontman Andy Hogg, once SHAKE THE FAITH were a solid four-piece band they would quickly hit the hard rock club circuit. A steady stream of
gigs would follow including several bookings sharing the stage with many of the larger touring acts of the time. All the while SHAKE THE FAITH
was building a fair size audience in the area.
In 1990 SHAKE THE FAITH would record a 6-song demo that upon its release began to circulate quickly through the rock scene garnishing the
band plenty of radio play and press.
SINS OF THE DAMNED - Striking the Bell of Death (NEW*SPEED METAL CHILE*RAZOR*WHIPLASH) - 14 €
Shadow Kingdom Records 2019 - Brandnew Speed Metal from Chile
For Fans of Razor, Whiplash, Exciter, and Deathrow (Germany), Desaster, Gospel of the Horns, DEATHHAMMER, and BARBARIAN.
Formed in 2013 in the city of Santiago, SINS OF THE DAMNED have become a cult institution in their homeland of Chile, itself a hotbed of
heavy metal mania. The band self-released their first couple of demos, totally DIY but 100% professional, and prodigiously perfected their craft
with subsequent short-length releases every year since. And now, at last arrives the full distillation of SINS OF THE DAMNED's eternal,
unyielding aesthetic: the full-length Striking the Bell of Death!
For a debut album, Striking the Bell of Death does everything it should: consolidate all of SINS OF THE DAMNED's strengths, unveil previously
hinted-at elements, and deliver them in a powerful production. The beauty (or is that ugliness?) of SINS OF THE DAMNED is that the quartet
maintain such a classic sound, drinking deeply of metal's rich history, and yet exude a freshness of approach that results in something
legitimately, respectably modern. Striking the Bell of Death is full, furious proof of that, exhibiting absolutely masterful songwriting - hooks,
energy, passion, EVERYTHING - while roughening it up in a manner almost blackened (but not too much!).
SKITZO (NJ) – Skitzo (NEW+US TECH/THRASH METAL*ANNIHILATOR*APOCRYPHA*HERETIC) - 15 €
Divebomb Records2019 - Brandnew US Tech/Thrash Killer from 1990 - 1992 !
Limited edition CD – only 500 units pressed worldwide – digitally remastered – band supplied photos – full color 20 page booklet with new
band notes

For Fans of Apocrypha, Heretic, Annihilator and Cacophony
New Jersey progressive thrashers SKITZO formed from the ashes of a band called Prophecy in the mid-'80s. The initial lineup—Bill Buchan
(guitar), Shaun College (bass), Chris Corley (guitar), and Brendan Farragher (drums)—wrote and rehearsed seven nights a week, constructing a
catalog of complex instrumentals while searching for the right vocalist. That vocalist, George Gabriel, was finally secured in 1988/1989, and
SKITZO officially set out to craft their own brand of dynamic, technically demanding music influenced by traditional and thrash metal, classical,
jazz/fusion, etc. The group's debut three-song demo, 1990's Progressive Psychosis, was recorded at Kajem Studios (Queensrÿche, Dream
Theater, Metal Church, etc.) in Pennsylvania, and quickly achieved college radio support through WSOU and WDHA. Meanwhile, SKITZO
remained focused on live performances (alongside the likes of Pantera, Type O Negative, Savatage, Brutal Truth, etc.) and nightly rehearsals—
at times practicing in complete darkness for the added challenge!?
Five more songs were laid down in 1992 at Butterfield's Recording Studios in New Jersey by Steve Evetts (Symphony X, The Dillinger Escape
Plan, etc.), applying a crisper and more powerful sound to the band's increasingly elaborate musicianship. Unfortunately, this incredible demo
was never released. Despite having showcased for labels such as Megaforce and Epic, among others, SKITZO fell apart before they could pay
off the final studio bill. The DATs literally collected dust on a shelf at Trax East Recording Studio for more than two decades...
Until now, as—more than 25 years after the fact—Divebomb Records shines a new light on SKITZO's should-be-legendary discography.
Completely remastered by Jamie King at The Basement Recording, the CD comes housed alongside a 20-page booklet jammed with photos,
flyers, lyrics, and a retrospective interview with the band.
SOLEMN CEREMONY - Solemn Ceremony (NEW*AUS DOOM METAL*R.BIZARRE*C.UNGOL*TROUBLE) - 13 €
Nine Records 2018 – AUS Doom Metal Killer !
Phil Howlett's (Lucifer's Fall, Rote Mare) solo debut album breaks the bones and has no mercy. Barbaric, old school and obscure traditional
doom metal in the spirit of 80's!
For Fans of Reverend Bizarre meets Cirith Ungol! Trouble, Black Sabbath, Reverend Bizarre, Candlemass, Pentagram, Saint Vitus, The Obsessed
SPELL - The Full Moon Sessions - Expanded Edition (NEW*CAN 70's METAL*BLUE ÖYSTER CULT*J.PRIEST*RUSH) - 14 €
Bad Omen Records 2018 - Brandnew reissue 2018 of their first album, now with 10 tracks
Fantastic Hard Rock / 70's Heavy Metal from Canada in the vein of Blue Öyster Cult, early Rush, Judas Priest
The band has actually been around for a bit of time, having formed in 2007, where they were known as Stryker up until their recent name
change to Spell in 2013.
SPILLAGE - Blood of Angels (NEW*US DOOM METAL*SOLITUDE AETURNUS*TROUBLE) - 14 €
No Dust Records 2019 – Killer US Doom Metal with EX – Earthen Grave Guitar Player Tony Spillman !
For Fans of Trouble, Solitude Aeturnus, Wicked Maraya, Black Sabbath
Cd including bonus track "Dirty Woman" (Black Sabbath cover)
Six panel digipack release including 12 pages booklet and bonus track not on LP.
Produced by Bruce Franklin (Trouble, Supershine)
Mixed by Lothar Keller (The Skull, Divinity Compromised, Sacred Dawn)
SPIRAL WHEEL - Resurrection of Revenge (NEW*CAN POWER METAL*IRON MAIDEN*STRIKER*CAULDRON) - 14 €
Metal Warning Records 2018 - Brandnew limited Edition ! CAN Power Metal Featuring members of Ex-Sabbat (Japan), Magnesium, Anatomia,
Starlight Ritual and Rik Charron Ex-Exciter (Canada)
For Fans of Striker, Iron Maiden, Sword, Cauldron
STEELBALLS - Thunder Strikes Again (NEW*LIM.500*POWER/SPEED METAL*ARG*HELLOWEEN*R.WILD) - 14
Alone Records 2019 - Brandnew Hand numbered Rerelease, lim. 500 copies !
Power/Speed Metal from Argentina for Fans of early Helloween, Iron Fire, Grave Digger, Running Wild, Stormwarrior
STEEL SHOCK – With Fire & Steel (NEW*LIM.500 CD ED.*VORTEX*C.HOOF*METAL INQUISITOR) - 14 €
Alone Records 2019 - Limited Edition of CD 500 copies SEALED with hand-numbered sticker
GERMAN / NETHERLANDS Metal Alliance incl. Martjo Whirlewolf from VORTEX + Nima MetalHeart from ACT OF STATE !
Classic 80's Heavy Metal with fantastic high pitched + powerful Vocals of Nima !
For Fans of Vortex, Picture, Cloven Hoof, Omen, Skelator, Split Heaven, Metal Inquisitor, Metalucifer
SYLENT STORM - Same (NEW*US POWER METAL*OMEN*WARRIOR*CRUELLA*LEATHERWOLF) - 13 €
Stormspell Records 2018 - Brandnew New Wave of Traditional US Power metal from Oregon.
For fans of Omen, Malice, Warrior, Cruella, Leatherwolf
SULPHUR AEON - The Scythe of Cosmic Chaos (NEW*LIM.DIGIPACK*DEATH/BLACK METAL MASTERPIECE) - 14 €
Van Records 2018 - Limited 6-panel Digipak
Death/Black Metal Masterpiece from Germany for Fans of Slaegt or Dissection
TEMPLE OF BLOOD - Prepare for the Judgement of Mankind (NEW*US WHITE POWER/THRASH METAL*ANNIHILATOR) - 14 €
Alone Records 2019 - Brandnew Hand numbered Rerelease - ltd 500, Power Thrash from Huntsville, Alabama, originally released as private
press in 2005 !
Playing a technical but melodic blend of power thrash and speed metal, the bands aggressive sound proves a throwback to the 80s thrash
scene !
For Fans of Megadeth, Dark Angel, Agents Steel, Annihilator, Mercyful Fate and old school Deliverance meets Judas Priest, Iron Maiden and
Barren Cross
THE EXPLODING EYES ORCHESTRA - II (NEW*PSYCHEDELIC/PROG ROCK*JESS AND THE ANCIENT ONES) - 15 €

Svart Records 2018 - Brandnew 2nd Album of the Side project from JESS AND THE ANCIENT ONES with Jess on Vocals and its again awesome
Occult Rock in the same direction ! The music is laid back and soulful, influenced by classic rock, with powerful female vocals.
CD Edition ! This is the second and last part of the saga that is The Exploding Eyes Orchestra. What begun as a sidetrack or a therapy group
from Jess and the Ancient Ones while the band were going through a turbulent, inactive period, has since then morphed back into the
mothership. TEEO represented a more earthy approach to vintage psychedelic rock music, towards which JATAO then steered as well, and
eventually found themselves with the exact same lineup.
The first part of these sessions was released a couple of years ago. This limited release presents the rest of the cream of the crop.
THE NECROMANCERS - Of Blood and Wine (NEW*LIM.DIGIPAK*70's OCCULT HARD ROCK*GHOST*KADAVAR) - 14 €
Ripple Music 2018 - US Direct Import ! CD Digipak Edition
For Fans of Black Sabbath, Ghost, Kadavar, Vintage Caravan or Year of the Goat mixed with a lot of NWOBHM and some Grand Magus /
Manowar Epic !
Their debut album was the surprise occult doom release of the year last year, now The Necromancers come roaring back with their follow up
release Of Blood and Wine. Present are all the same intense moods and themes, with even better songwriting and heavier riffs!
Drawing on antiquated inspirations in mythology, religion, fantastical tales from European literature and an obsession for classic horror
cinema, The Necromancers are a curious alliance of musicians, and together are a strange beast to behold.
Following on from the release of their debut album last year on Ripple Music, the French quartet return with the first taste of their eagerly
awaited follow up, Of Blood and Wine, with ‘Secular Lord’; a song about which explores the legend of Vlad 'The Empalor' Tepes. Experimenting
with progressive rock, heavy psych and the 70s pagan/proto-metal of bands like Black Sabbath and Coven, they take these influences, throw in
the urgency of NWOBHM and douse the entire lot in lysergic illusions. All with a mind to create an album a sound for ages.
THE SABBATHIAN - Latum Alterum / Ritual Rites DCD (NEW*LIM.ED.*EPIC/DOOM METAL*CANDLEMASS) - 17 €
Svart Records 2018 - Brandnew Debut Album - limited DCD incl. Ritual Rites EP for the first time on CD !
Killer Epic Doom/Occult Metal EP from The Sabbathian with awesome, female Vocals - the new Band from Chad Davis (Hour of 13)
For Fans of Candlemass, Hour of 13, Vestal Claret, Avatarium, Jex Thoth, Witch Mountain, Bathory
The words “highly anticipated” come quickly to mind when talking of the US-Norwegian project The Sabbathian and the chance that there will
be new material from them.
The band, formed by Chad Davis (Hour of 13 and many more) and Anette Uvaas Gulbrandsen (Nàttsòl), released their debut EP, Ritual Rites, on
Svart Records in 2014. The duo’s personal approach to old-school doom won over many metal hearts, and the wait for new material is over in
January 2019.
The Sabbathian’s debut full-length, Latum Alterum, is a limited double CD (including Ritual Rites EP on CD for the first time).
The album is a considerably darker affair compared to the EP, a step away from the origins of doom metal and towards the heavier vistas
traversed by Nordic metalmongers such as Bathory or Candlemass. Vocalist Anette Uvaas Guldbransen describes the album thus: “The overall
theme can be described as slightly morbid, as it is very much about passing over to the other side – latum alterum. The odd one out is the song
‘Embrace The Dark,’ which retains the sound of the EP. The intro and outro tracks are meant as a way of blessing the souls on their journey.”
“The way we work on the music takes time,” adds Gulbrandsen. “Chad would send me the music and I then work my way through the songs.
As the music is quite different now, I must admit I had quite a struggle at first with some of the tracks. My best friend Liv Kristine Espenæs has
joined me on one track, mainly because I thought her voice would lift the song and also because I love her voice. I have sung on several songs
with her ex-band Leaves’ Eyes, and now I felt it was her turn to sing on something I made.”
TRAPPED UNDER ICE Vol. 1: The New Face of Canadian Metal (NEW*METALIAN*TRAVELER*EXCL.TR.) - 14 €
Temple of Mystery Records 2018 - Ten incredible young bands from across our wide and frosty northlands: Metalian, Spell, Traveler,
Cauchemar, Freeways, Barrow Wight, Occult Burial, Blackrat, Emblem, and Starlight Ritual.
Each one provides an exciting track completely exclusive to this collection.
Limited CD Edition + OBI
Canada is an often-misunderstood place. Beyond friendly smiles and quiet winter nights surges an undercurrent of darkness, power, and magic
fed by the solitude and expanse of the country. The perfect breeding ground for...PURE HEAVY METAL MADNESS!
With styles ranging from traditional metal to black/speed metal. Dive headfirst into icy waters and get Trapped Under Ice to discover the best
and coldest new heavy metal bands from all over Canada!
Tracklisting for Trapped Under Ice Vol. 1
1. Traveler - Betrayer
2. Metalian - Streets of Fire
3. Cauchemar - Comme un poignard
4. Occult Burial - Fight for Survival
5. Starlight Ritual – Demons
6. Freeways - Heavy Rescue
7. Barrow Wight - Morgûl Blade
8. Spell - Silent Towers
9. Blackrat - From the Tideless Sea
10. Emblem - Fast Rocker
TRAUMA - As The World Dies (NEW*US METAL*FLOTSAM*HADES*M.CHURCH*OVERKILL) - 14 €
Pure Steel Records 2018 – Brandnew US-Metal ! For Fans of Flotsam And Jetsam, Hades, Metal Church, Heretic, Armored Saint, Savage Grace
or ealry Overkill
Trauma first hit the scene in 1982 and counted Cliff Burton as one of its members back in their early days. They had a big hit in ’84 with their
album Scratch And Scream and then they just disappeared until 2015 and released Rapture And Wrath to coincide with the remastered edition
of the aforementioned album. Fast forward nearly three years and they are ready to unleash As The World Dies, a classisc traditional Heavy
Metal album with a tasty thrashy twist. Ten tracks crammed full of melodic vocals, scorching riffs and solos with a big back beat of thumping
drums and bass. Rob Halfordesque ‘Painkiller’ vocals and a tasty drum beat just seems to seep into your brain and fester and when the guitars

come out to play you will think you have, unlike the title of the song, gone to heaven with savage riff and nice little solo thrown in for good
measure.
TRAVELER - Same (NEW*CAN METAL*IRON MAIDEN*FORTRESS*VISIGOTH*GATEKEEPER*JUDAS PRIEST) - 14 €
Gates Of Hell Records 2018 - Brandnew Debut Album !
CAN Classic Metal Killer for Fans of Iron Maiden, Fortress, Accept, Judas Priest, Gatekeeper, Eternal Champion, Visigoth, Striker, Cauldron
Screaming leads, soaring vocals, heart-pounding drums - Canadas Traveler has arrived to take no prisoners! On their debut eight-song fulllength, Canadas Traveler effortlessly weave a classic metal web that propels the style into the future without forsaking the past. Shortly after
the early 2018 release of their debut demo, Canadas Traveler had a good problem on its hands. The reception -from fans and critics was so
positive that founding member/primary songwriter/guitarist Matt Ries (also of Gatekrashör and Hrom) had no choice but to take what was
originally a side-project and turn it into a fullfledged band.
Before he did that, Traveler teamed with Finlands Coronary for a split release via Gates of Hell Records, that much like the demo, was hailed
across the metal scene for its pounding, up-tempo, classic metal tenacity. Now, in 2019, Traveler is ready to meet the demand with its selftitled first full-length album. Traveler, who are now rounded out by vocalist Jean-Pierre Abboud (also of Gatekeeper), second guitarist Toryin
"Junior" Schadlich, bassist Dave Arnold (ex-Striker) and drummer Chad Vallier, tracked drums at AB Records, guitars at Riess home studio and
vocals at Richhobo Studios. Ries cites his bandmembers musical abilities as one of the driving factors behind the albums multi-faceted nature,
from Abbouds potent delivery, to Schadlichs shredding capabilities and the powerful rhythm section of Arnold and Vallier.
A complete lineup will also be the realization of another of Riess goals: To make Traveler a live band. The self-titled album comprises three
songs from the bands debut demo, along with five brand-new compositions. Ries worked with Abboud to come up with some of his most
demanding vocal parts to date - ensuring a lively, spirited approach that captures the vocalists sheer strength and diverse range. Abboud also
has the less-than-enviable task of singing songs in E-standard tuning. One of the most rigorous tunings that is often reserved for vocalists with
the ability to reach the rafters,Abboud and Ries show theyre perfect torchbearers for the time-honored style of classic metal where big, brash
choruses, soaring leads and manic drums lead the way. Travelers let it rip approach pays dividends across the self-titled album. Whereas their
debut demo and split with Coronary merely scratched the surface, Traveler has gone above and beyond, now heading into terrain where only a
few will dare to go. Feel the reign of the Starbreaker! - CONFIRMED FOR KEEP IT TRUE FESTIVAL 2019!
TRIAL BY FIRE - Trial By Fire (NEW*LIM.500*NWOBHM CLASSIC `79/`81*SANCTUS*TRESPASS) - 14 €
Cult Metal Classic Records 2019 – Brandnew limited to 500 CD – NWOBHM Classic
For Fans of Trespass, Ethel the Frog, Scarab, Widow, Sanctus, Traitor’s Gate
Trial by Fire was an obscure band from Essex, England and they recorded two demo tapes in '79/'81 that were highly regarded among
collectors and fans of this amazing genre. With great pride we can announce the reissue of these two demos on CD featuring lyrics, great
photos, remastered sound. A total of 7 tunes that will drive all NWOBHM maniacs to the music heaven. We want to thank the amazing
Zygmunt Jot for his help with this project and Neil Freeman, the amazing bass player of this band and original member that was the driving
force behind this compilation.
TROLL - Legend Master (NEW*US EPIC DOOM METAL*PALLBEARER*KHEMMIS*WARNING) - 14 €
Shadow Kingdom Records 2019 – Brandnew US Epic Doom Metal !
For Fans of Khemmis, Pallbearer, Warning (UK), Solstice (UK), Hour Of 13 and the Lord Weird Slough Feg
WILLIAM J TSAMIS - Lordian Winds & Sea of Tranquilty (NEW*US EPIC*WARLORD*LIM.500 DCD) -16 €
High Roller Records 2019 - Brandnew double CD, 8 page booklet, ltd 500, mastered by Patrick W. Engel at TEMPLE OF DISHARMONY
William J Tsamis of is one of the most talented heavy metal musicians of all time. In his early years, he was influenced by bands like Black
Sabbath, Rainbow, Scorpions, UFO and Rush, practising on guitar from a very young age. Music was in his blood, so he moved to Los Angeles
and at the age of 18 along with Mark Zonder on drums formed Warlord, releasing classic records such as »Deliver Us« or »And The Cannons Of
Destruction Have Begun...«.
When Warlord fell into oblivion in 1985, Tsamis was already playing classical guitar and thinking of altering his musical vision. When he started
moving in a classical direction, he took the risk to work with a classical producer who had this idea of a grand epic story, so Tsamis came up
with “My Name Is Man”. He explains: “It would be like »2112«. It's a story about everyman, represented by one man. His story is everyman's
story.”
Consisting of “My Name Is Man”, “Stygian Passage”, “Dark Civilization” and “In The Name Of God”, the »Lordian Winds« demos are actually
the rough cuts of the “My Name Is Man” project, that was recorded in an 8-track studio with William J Tsamis on guitars and keyboards, Rick
Anderson on vocals (who actually was Damien King III for Warlord) and also Dave Watry on bass. The project just lasted for few months during
1985-1986 and in 1987, William moved to Florida and decided to go to university to study philosophy and theology.
The CD edition of »Lordian Winds« adds »Sea Of Tranquility«, a colourful soundscape of beautiful and emotional music, directly from the heart
and soul of a highly talented musician. William J Tsamis comments: “The music was written during a time of great despair in my life. It is music
for the contemplative listener and music for the inspiration. I have always told people that if they truly want to understand who I am, then
they should listen carefully to »Sea Of Tranquility«. It is within those compositions where my soul lives."
TYGERS OF PAN TANG - Hellbound Spellbound '81 (NEW*NWOBHM*LIVE NOTTINGHAM) - 15 €
Mighty Music/ Target Group 2019 - Are you ready for one of the best live recordings ever done by a rock band in 2019 the Tygers Of Pan Tang
will release "Hellbound Spellbound Live 1981".
Featuring the classic line up of Jon Deverill (Vocals), Robb Weir (Guitars), John Sykes (Guitars), Rocky (Bass) & Brian Dick (Drums).
The show was originally recorded live by Chris Tsangarides at Nottingham Rock City in 1981 and has now been remixed and remastered by
Soren Andersen (Glenn Hughes/Mike Tramp) in October 2018 at the Medley Studios in Denmark.
TYGERS OF PAN TANG - Hellbound Spellbound '81 CD DIGI (NEW*NWOBHM*LIVE NOTTINGHAM) - 18 €
Mighty Music/ Target Group 2019 - Brandnew limited CD digipak, ltd 2000
Are you ready for one of the best live recordings ever done by a rock band in 2019 the Tygers Of Pan Tang will release "Hellbound Spellbound
Live 1981".
Featuring the classic line up of Jon Deverill (Vocals), Robb Weir (Guitars), John Sykes (Guitars), Rocky (Bass) & Brian Dick (Drums).

The show was originally recorded live by Chris Tsangarides at Nottingham Rock City in 1981 and has now been remixed and remastered by
Soren Andersen (Glenn Hughes/Mike Tramp) in October 2018 at the Medley Studios in Denmark.
TYR – Illusion (NEW*LIM.500 US TEXAS METAL*QUEENSRYCHE*LEATHERWOLF*SAVATAGE) - 14 €
Arkeyn Steel Records 2019 - Limited Edition 500 Handnumbered CDs – fantastic US Texas Metal – this is NOT the Viking Metal Band from
Färöer islands !
For Fans of RIOT, SAVATAGE, LEATHERWOLF and QUEENSRYCHE
Their “Illusion” CD which was privately released back in 2002 was always a top pick in our playlist and we always thought that this material
deserves a proper re-release.
Musically this band is an amazing mixture of RIOT, SAVATAGE, LEATHERWOLF and QUEENSRYCHE. Their amazing songwriting is their top
feature. Expect no fillers here. Top class, inspired riffing, catchy vocal melodies and of course those excellent lead guitar parts are making this
band an absolute must for everyone into US Metal.
TYR was formed back in 1998 in Dallas, Texas, USA. In 1999 a 5-song promotional demo was recorded and released as a limited edition of 50
copies. The massive airplay of the demo and the regular shows around their area generated quite an attention around the band.
Their next step was their “Illusion” debut which was first released as a very limited edition of 30 CD-r copies that were offered on a band’s
show back on 2001. This edition featured a little different artwork compared to the official private pressing of 1000 copies that was finally
released on April of 2002. Needless to say that the CD was sold out quite fast and became one of the most desired items for the US Metal CD
collectors worldwide. No other recordings were made by TYR except the track “You Can’t Run Forever” that was recorded back in 2007 before
their final disbanding.
Arkeyn Steel Records gathered all the band’s recordings and now presents a re-release of the “Illusion” CD featuring the 1999 demo plus the
unreleased 2007 track as well. Everything is remastered from scratch, never before seen photos are added, lyrics and info complete the
package, making this release the ultimate re-presentation of TYR’s saga.
TYRANT - Too Late to Pray (NEW*US METALCLASSIC *LIM.GOLD CD*DIGIPAK + 5 BONUS) - 14 €
Shadow Kingdom Records 2018 - Brandnew Rerelease of this US Metal Classic ! 2018 CD re-issue as a gold disc in a 6-panel digipak with a 12page booklet.
California's TYRANT were formed in the late 70s, but their first demos came in 82. The band signed to Metal Blade in 83 and in 85 their debut
album "Legions of the Dead" assaulted the most dedicated metalheads ears in North America, then spreading all over the globe, earning a
solid fanbase in Europe. After 2 years of successful sales and live shows with other popular bands such as Slayer, Agent Steel, etc., the band
records the follow-up album "Too Late to Pray" with more evident Doom influences contrasting with their prototype Power/Thrash sound they
shaped in their debut album "Legions of the Dead".
Expanded edition with rare bonus tracks taken from their first studio demo (recorded October 13th, 1982) and second studio recording in
1983, delivering the first version of "Battle of Armageddon" available originally on the world famous Metal Massacre compilation LP (volume
III).
TYRANT - Legions of the Dead (NEW*US METAL CLASSIC *LIM.GOLD CD + 7 BONUS TR.) - 14 €
Shadow Kingdom Records 2018 - Brandnew Rerelease of this US Metal Classic ! 2018 CD re-issue as a gold disc in a 6-panel digipak with a 12page booklet.
California's TYRANT were formed in the late 70s, but their first demos came in 82. The band signed to Metal Blade in 83 and in 85 their debut
album "Legions of the Dead" assaulted the most dedicated metalheads ears in North America, then spreading all over the globe, earning a
solid fanbase in Europe. The Album was during two months in Kerrang Magazine Top 10 Import Albums and got rave reviews everywhere.
Their sound could be compared with other labels successful acts such as Trouble and Omen but in a league of their own, Tyrant cemented
their own style (image included) which some like to call "Apocalyptic Metal".
Expanded 30th year anniversary edition with rare bonus tracks taken from their first rehearsal demo recorded on the 3rd October, 1982. This
demo has 7 tracks and it was transferred only very recently, from 2" Reel Tape, directly to digital to be featured for the first time as an
anniversary present from the band and the label to the fans.
UNIVERSE INFINITY – Rock Is Alive (NEW*SWE MELODIC METAL*PRETTY MAIDS*TREAT) - 15 €
Pride & Joy Music 2018 – Killer Meodic Metal - EX- Universe with their Comeback Album !
For Fans of Treat, Europe or Pretty Maids
UNIVERSE – Same (NEW*SWE MELODIC METAL CLASSIC 1985*REMASTERED) - 15 €
Pride & Joy Music 2018 - Official re-release - Limited to 1000 Copies only – Remastered SWE Melodic Metal Classic !
VIOLENT NIGHT - Brave New Holocaust (NEW*US SPEED METAL*RAZOR*FLOTSAM & JETSAM*VINDICATOR) - 14 €
Stormspell Records 2018 - Brandnew US Speed Metal - EX - Vindicator !
Violent old-school speed metal from Columbus, Ohio for old-farts stuck in the 80s and proud of it. Featuring Vindicator members.
For fans of Razor, early Flotsam & Jetsam, Hallows Eve, Overkill
ZIONS ABYSS - T.A.L.E.S. (NEW*CAN POWER METAL CLASSIC*CRIMSON GLORY*SOLAR EAGLE) - 14 €
Alone Records 2019 - Brandnew Hand numbered Rerelease, lim. 500 copies !
CAN Power Metal Classic from 1991 (Tape only release) – one of my all time faves – Killer Riffs and mega high pitched, melodic Vocals !
For Fans of Crimson Glory, Solar Eagle, Jag Panzer, Queensryche, early Fates Warning, Flase Witness, Dead Calm

BACK IN STOCK CDS
WRATHBLADE - Into the Netherworld`s Realm (NEW* GREEK PIC METAL*DOOMSWORD) - 15 €
Eat Metal Records 2012 - Finally - their Debut Album - one of the best Epic Heavy Metal CD from Greece of all times !
Barbaric war epic metal. Great production, greater songs.

For Fans of LIEGE LORD, OMEN, MANILLA ROAD, SLOUGH FEG, DOOMSWORD, IRONSWORD - 44 minutes - 8 tracks of the purest metal.

VINYL
ABSU - Hall of the Masters PICTURE SHAPE (NEW*LIM.500*US OCCULT BLACK METAL) - 19 €
Night Of The Vinyl Dead 2019 - Brandnew limited and hand-numbered SHAPE to 500 pieces.
Mythological occult metal discoverers ABSU with their Black Metal Masterpiece "Hall oft he Masters"
AIR RAID - Demon's Eye 7" (NEW*LIM.300 BLUE VINYL*SWE HEAVY METAL*JUDAS PRIEST) - 9 €
High Roller Records 2019 - Brandnew transparent electric blue vinyl, ltd 300, b/w Midnight Burner
Classic SWE Heavy Metal for Fans of Judas Priest and Iron Maiden
AIR RAID - Demon's Eye 7" (NEW*LIM.200 BLACK VINYL*SWE HEAVY METAL*JUDAS PRIEST) - 9 €
High Roller Records 2019 - Brandnew black vinyl, ltd 200, b/w Midnight Burner
Classic SWE Heavy Metal for Fans of Judas Priest and Iron Maiden
ALTAR OF OBLIVION - The Seven Spirits (PRE-ORDER*LIM.100 BLACK VINYL*EPIC DOOM METAL) - 18 €
Shadow Kingdom 2019 – Brandnew Epic Doom Metal at its Best !
Limited Edition in Black Vinyl, gatefold, insert – 100 copies only !
For Fans of CANDLEMASS, SOLITUDE AETURNUS, COUNT RAVEN, ATLANTEAN KODEX, PROCESSION and SOLSTICE
ALTAR OF OBLIVION are simply one of the best pure METAL bands around right now. The Danish kings proved it with 2012's classic Grand
Gesture of Defiance album, they proved it with the teasingly short Barren Grounds EP in 2016, and they prove it more than ever with The
Seven Spirits. Arguably more so than any of their no-less-considerable and widely celebrated records, here ALTAR OF OBLIVION skillfully glide
from morose 'n' mournful DOOM to absolutely EPIC and daresay regal traditional metal, safely evading any cliches or easy classification whilst
reverently adding to the rich and enduring lexicon of heavy metal. If anything, this is as close to total '80s metal as the band have gotten - but
as always, done in that special ALTAR OF OBLIVION way.
In many ways, each of the seven tracks comprising The Seven Spirits is a tale in its own right, rife with both bloodlust and tragedy, redemption
and remorse. They wind along many roads, some darker than others, with a robust 'n' rumbling heft that's simply ALTAR OF OBLIVION's
heaviest production to date. And yet, for all this fleet-footed thunder, those seven songs remain as passionate and emotional as anything
around. Just hearing Mik Mentor's pipes is believing, and on The Seven Spirits, the frontman delivers a performance like no other. These songs
could bring you to tears - or galvanize you to conquer any foe before you. The choice is yours across these 41 unforgettable minutes!
Six years is an interminable length of time between albums, but when the standards are as high as they are with ALTAR OF OBLIVION, there's
just no arguing against perfection. Behold The Seven Spirits and bow before their majesty!
ALTAR OF OBLIVION - The Seven Spirits (PRE-ORDER*LIM.400 ORANGE VINYL*EPIC DOOM METAL) - 19 €
Shadow Kingdom 2019 – Brandnew Epic Doom Metal at its Best !
Limited Edition in orange crush with blood red smoke vinyl, gatefold, insert – 400 copies only !
For Fans of CANDLEMASS, SOLITUDE AETURNUS, COUNT RAVEN, ATLANTEAN KODEX, PROCESSION and SOLSTICE
ARTIZAN - Curse of the Artizan (LIM.300 BLACK V.*US METAL KILLER*LEVIATHAN*C.GLORY*F.WARNING) - 18 €
Pure Steel Records /2018 – Here is the Debut full length from ARTIZAN for the first time on Vinyl – limited to 300 copies in Black Vinyl + Insert !
Killer US Prog/Power Metal with the EX - Leviathan (US) - Members Tom Braden + Ty Tammeus !
US Melodic Power/Progressive Metal Masterpiece, 2018 Repress, new Cover
For Fans of: LEVIATHAN, C. GLORY, Fates Warning
BEWITCHER - Too Fast for the Flames 7" (NEW*LIM.100 BLACK V.*US SPEED METAL*MIDNIGHT) - 9 €
Shadow Kingdom Records 2019 – Limited Edition of 100 copies in Black Vinyl
US blackened Speed Metal- for Fans of MIDNIGHT, VENOM, CELTIC FROST, BATHORY, TOXIC HOLOCAUST, BAT
Totally aptly titled, Too Fast for the Flames is the perfect two-song distillation of the BEWITCHER aesthetic: rough 'n' rowdy speed metal of a
most classic '80s aspect. The power-trio built their name in the underground on the back of three cult demos and especially their self-titled
debut album in 2016. Now, with Too Fast for the Flames, hear how mighty BEWITCHER have become, even including a killer of W.A.S.P.'s
"Show No Mercy" - back when that band was untouchable!
Watch out, because the night's about to get HOT with BEWITCHER's next album for SHADOW KINGDOM! So, in the meantime, see if you're Too
Fast for the Flames!
BEWITCHER - Too Fast for the Flames 7" SPLATTER (NEW*LIM.300 SPLATTER V.*US SPEED METAL*MIDNIGHT) - 10 €
Shadow Kingdom Records 2019 – Limited Edition of 300 copies in YELLOW/Black Splatter Vinyl
US blackened Speed Metal- for Fans of MIDNIGHT, VENOM, CELTIC FROST, BATHORY, TOXIC HOLOCAUST, BAT
BLACK VIPER - Hellions of Fire (NEW*LIM.300 SPLATTER V.*SPEED METAL*SAVAGE GRACE*A.STEEL*CRIMSON GLORY) - 19 €
High Roller Records 2018 - Brandnew rampaging speed metal attack from Norway following in the footsteps of Omen, White Hornet, Agent
Steel, Liege Lord!
Limited Edition in red/ black splatter vinyl, poster, lyric sheet, ltd 300
For Fans of Agent Steel, Heathen, Omen, Crimson Glory, Savage Grace
BLACK VIPER - Hellions of Fire (NEW*LIM.200 BLACK V.*SPEED METAL*SAVAGE GRACE*A.STEEL*CRIMSON GLORY) - 19 €
High Roller Records 2018 - Brandnew rampaging speed metal attack from Norway following in the footsteps of Omen, White Hornet, Agent
Steel, Liege Lord!
Limited Edition in red/ black splatter vinyl, poster, lyric sheet, ltd 300

For Fans of Agent Steel, Heathen, Omen, Crimson Glory, Savage Grace
BOOZE CONTROL - Forgotten Lands (NEW*LIM.350 BLACK V.*GER HEAVY METAL*IRON MAIDEN*METAL INQUISITOR*PRIEST) - 19 €
Gates Of Hell Records 2019 - Brandnew 4th Album ! Limited Edition of 350 copies in Black Vinyl + Insert ! Classic Heavy Metal / NWOBHM from
Germany !
For Fans of Iron Maiden, Metal Inquisitor, Judas Priest
Fourth album from steadily evolving and maturing German old-school metal bashers. On their Gates of Hell Records debut Forgotten Lands,
Germanys Booze Control continue to evolve into classic metal songsmiths with tracks that adopt a more serious tone than previous efforts.
Formed in 2009 in Braunschweig, Germany, Booze Control came together at the spur of the moment when guitarist/vocalist David Kuri, bassist
Steffen Kurth and drummer Lauritz Lor Jilge, were asked to assemble a band for a local event.
CHAPEL OF DISEASE - ... And as We Have Seen the Storm, We Have Embraced the Eye (NEW*LIM.BLUE VINYL) - 19 €
Van Records 2018 – Lim. 180g dark blue vinyl, 12" sized booklet w lyrics and illustrations
Death Metal meets Hard Rock !Masterpiece ! For Fans of Tribulation, Venenum, Slaegt or The Devils Blood goes Death Metal !
DARK QUARTERER - War Tears (NEW*LIM. 400 GREEN MARBLED*ITA EPIC/PROG METAL) - 24 €
Night Of The Vinyl Dead 2019 - Brandnew ltd 400, handnumbered, green marbled vinyl, insert, original letter from a fan who died later with
comments and feelings about the album !
ITA Epic/Prog Metal Masterpiece - originally released 1994, now for the first time on Vinyl !
For fans of ADRAMELCH, MANILLA ROAD, THUNDER RIDER, SLOUGH FEG, as well as Italian prog rock bands like THE TRIP or GOBLIN.
EMERALD - Voice for the Silent (NEW*LIM.250 BLACK V.*DUTCH METAL*A.WITCH*SATAN*C.GLORY) - 20 €
Eat Metal Records 2018 - Brandnew Limited Edition in Black Vinyl - 250 copies + Insert - Dutch Metal / Heavy metal with lots of melody and
NWOBHM influences!
The Dutch heavy metal scene of the '80s has given birth to many jewels, and one of them was "Down Town”, a debut LP of EMERALD.
It was the only album of the band until now, when their long awaited comeback finally sees the light of day. A 32-year gap between the albums
is huge... Many bands fail to revive their spirit, but EMERALD fans have nothing to fear: the record sounds as if it was a "lost" gem from the
'80s! The songwriting hasn't changed (actually many of these songs were written soon after the debut was out), and Bert Kivits' vocals still
have this incredible youthful energy and feel, though now they're smoother, not as extremely high-pitched and shrill as back in the day.
The production is also totally old school - the fully analogue recording, engineering and mastering resulted in great warm sound, which will be
for sure appreciated by the fans. And if you're not one of them yet, but love old heavy metal with a great dose of melody and clear NWOBHM
influences, you will likely become one and put their new album next to classic records
For Fans of ANGEL WITCH, SATAN, BLITZKRIEG, RIOT, JUDAS PRIEST, CLOVEN HOOF, DIAMOND HEAD, PICTURE, UFO, THIN LIZZY, and CRIMSON
GLORY.
EMERALD - Voice for the Silent (NEW*LIM.100 RED V.*DUTCH METAL*A.WITCH*SATAN*C.GLORY) - 22 €
Eat Metal Records 2018 - Brandnew Limited Edition in RED Vinyl - 100 copies + Insert - Dutch Metal / Heavy metal with lots of melody and
NWOBHM influences!
The Dutch heavy metal scene of the '80s has given birth to many jewels, and one of them was "Down Town”, a debut LP of EMERALD.
It was the only album of the band until now, when their long awaited comeback finally sees the light of day. A 32-year gap between the albums
is huge... Many bands fail to revive their spirit, but EMERALD fans have nothing to fear: the record sounds as if it was a "lost" gem from the
'80s! The songwriting hasn't changed (actually many of these songs were written soon after the debut was out), and Bert Kivits' vocals still
have this incredible youthful energy and feel, though now they're smoother, not as extremely high-pitched and shrill as back in the day.
The production is also totally old school - the fully analogue recording, engineering and mastering resulted in great warm sound, which will be
for sure appreciated by the fans. And if you're not one of them yet, but love old heavy metal with a great dose of melody and clear NWOBHM
influences, you will likely become one and put their new album next to classic records
For Fans of ANGEL WITCH, SATAN, BLITZKRIEG, RIOT, JUDAS PRIEST, CLOVEN HOOF, DIAMOND HEAD, PICTURE, UFO, THIN LIZZY, and CRIMSON
GLORY.
FATAL CURSE - Breaking the Trance (NEW*LIM.100 BLACK V*US METAL*LIEGE LORD*TOKYO BLADE) - 18 €
Shadow Kingdom Records 2019 – Limited Edition of 100 copies in Black Vinyl + Insert ! US 80*s Power/Speed Metal + NWOBHM !
For Fans of later Thin Lizzy to Tokyo Blade in the prime, early Virgin Steele to early Jag Panzer, Borrowed Time-era Diamond Head to Witch
Cross' Fit for Fight, Liege Lord to Omen to Helstar
Hailing from New York, FATAL CURSE are a veritable throwback to earlier, simpler times. Theirs is a roots-oriented sound squarely focusing on
early speed metal on both sides of the Atlantic and America's contemporaneous power metal movement. No thrashing like a maniac here:
FATAL CURSE create classy 'n' cruising anthems of ageless heavy metal might on Breaking the Trance!
Indeed, much of FATAL CURSE's flash 'n' finesse stems from their power-trio lineup, with each member locked in to the other and pumping out
seamless, gleaming-chrome odes to such timeless topics as "Blade in the Dark," "Priestess of Fire," "Chains of Eternity," and "Eyes of the
Demon," among others. Nope, you "Can't Stop the Thunder" here, especially those lightning-explosive yet narrative leads at the hands of
guitarist Dave Gruver.
FATAL CURSE - Breaking the Trance (NEW*LIM.200 RED V.*US METAL*LIEGE LORD*TOKYO BLADE) - 19 €
Shadow Kingdom Records 2019 – Limited Edition of 200 copies in RED Vinyl + Insert ! US 80*s Power/Speed Metal + NWOBHM !
For Fans of later Thin Lizzy to Tokyo Blade in the prime, early Virgin Steele to early Jag Panzer, Borrowed Time-era Diamond Head to Witch
Cross' Fit for Fight, Liege Lord to Omen to Helstar
Hailing from New York, FATAL CURSE are a veritable throwback to earlier, simpler times. Theirs is a roots-oriented sound squarely focusing on
early speed metal on both sides of the Atlantic and America's contemporaneous power metal movement. No thrashing like a maniac here:
FATAL CURSE create classy 'n' cruising anthems of ageless heavy metal might on Breaking the Trance!
Indeed, much of FATAL CURSE's flash 'n' finesse stems from their power-trio lineup, with each member locked in to the other and pumping out
seamless, gleaming-chrome odes to such timeless topics as "Blade in the Dark," "Priestess of Fire," "Chains of Eternity," and "Eyes of the

Demon," among others. Nope, you "Can't Stop the Thunder" here, especially those lightning-explosive yet narrative leads at the hands of
guitarist Dave Gruver.
FORTRESS - Same (NEW*US METAL*LIM.200 PURPLE V.*NIGHT DEMON*ENFORCER*LIEGE LORD*IRON MAIDEN) - 17 €
High Roller Records 2019 - Brandnew US Metal Killer !
Limited Edition transparent deep purple vinyl, ltd 200, lyric sheet - Fili Bibiano also playes in Witherfall !
For Fans of Liege Lord, Omen, Night Demon, Enforcer, Iron Maiden
GATEKEEPER - Grey Maiden (NEW*LIM.350 BLACK VINYL*CAN EPIC METAL*VISIGOTH*BROCAS HELM) - 17 €
Cruz Del Sur Records 2019 - Brandnew Limited Edition of 350 copies in black vinyl, poster !
CAN Epic Metal at ist best - for Fans of Visigoth, Eternal Champion, Iron Maiden, Brocas Helm, Slough Feg
One of 2018s true melodic metal breakout acts returns with sterling four-song EP. Hot off the heels of their acclaimed East of Sun debut,
Canadas Gatekeeper strike while the iron is hot with the Grey Maiden EP, featuring a scorching new cut, re-recording of an old favorite,
acoustic song and cover of an obscure NWOBHM track. The metal scene moves fast. Hundreds of releases are made available every month
from new bands jockeying for position or veteran outfits doing their best to keep up with the times. It simply may no longer be feasible to
release an album, support it with some shows, then disappear for two years only to do it all over again. Such is the line of thinking for Canadas
Gatekeeper, who return in 2019 with the four-song Grey Maiden EP.
The follow-up to their successful East of Sun full-length debut, Grey Maiden includes the brand-new title track and acoustic Moss, a rerecording of Tale of Twins from their first demo and a cover of Richard III by obscure NWOBHM outfit Tredegar. Gatekeeper - who consist of
vocalist Jean-Pierre, guitarist/founding member Geoff Blackwell, lead guitarist Kenny Kroecher, bassist David Messier and drummer Tommy
Tro - originally had the idea to record an EP after being asked by Skol Records to contribute to their NOWBHM compilation, Grandbreton
Invasion. Figuring they were already going to be ensconced in the studio recording Richard III, Gatekeeper decided to waste no time in pulling
the Grey Maiden EP together, providing their fans with an early 2019 treat.
The title track finds Gatekeeper at their melodic best, showcasing the bands penchant for twin guitar harmonies as well as the impressive
range of Jean-Pierre, who ably weaves between heavy, complex riffing. In fact, Jean-Pierres work on Grey Maiden, Tale of Twins and Richard
III, showcase a vocalist now coming into his own, something that Blackwell attests to the pairs deep well of ideas and constant flow of
communication between the bands home base of Vancouver and Jean-Pierres current locale of Portland, Oregon. Blackwell, the consummate
riff and melody writer, JP, a vocalist who likes to think outside of the box, are often looking for unique rhythmic patterns to suit his versatile
vocals.
The songwriting serve-and-volley between the two paid quick dividends on East of Sun and only gets better here, especially when Gatekeeper
explores the challenging terrain of Richard III. In fact, the members of Gatekeeper are more apt to drop obscure metal references then they
are to vouch for the scenes more prominent bands. Blackwell considers it to be their bread and butter, born from the never-ending desire to
find bands off the beaten path who could offer something new and vibrant to influence Gatekeepers sound. This pursuit of individualism is one
of Gatekeepers defining traits they easily elude many of melodic and power metals stylistic trappings on both East of Sun and Grey Maiden.
The new year will find Gatekeeper hitting Europe with labelmates Sanhedrin in addition to hunkering down with a brand-new batch of songs
for an eventual sophomore full-length release. Grey Maiden is hardly a stopgap release, but another bold proclamation from a band who
appears to be just getting started. European tour with label-mates SANHEDRIN in February / March 2019.
HANOI ROCKS - Complete Johanna 7 x 7" BOX 1980-1984 (NEW*LIM.555 COL. VINYL*MÖTLEY CRÜE) - 66 €
Svart Records 2018 - Brandnew limited to 555 Copies 7" Box with all 7 Singles in different Colors
Finnish Hard Rock / Glam Rock Sensation for Fans of Mötley Crüe, New York Dolls, Guns'n'Roses, Backyard Babies, Clash, ACDC, Black Sabbath
and Johnny Thunders - incl. Andy McCoy (Antti Hulkko) and Michael Monroe
This extravagant Hanoi Rocks singles collection is limited to 555 copies. It contains replicas of all seven 7 inches the band released in Finland
from 1980 to 1984, with original picture sleeve art. The set is all on colored vinyl, each disc on a different color – one for each of the seven
colors of the rainbow that the human eye can distinguish.
1) I Want You / Kill City Kills
2) Tragedy / Café Avenue
3) Desperados / Devil Woman
4) Dead By X-Mas / Nothing New
5) Love’s An Injection / Taxi Driver
6) Until I Get You / Rebel On The Run
7) Up Around The Bend / Until I Get You (live)
HAUNT - If Icarus Could Fly (PRE-ORDER*LIM.SPLATTER V.*US METAL KILLER*IRONFLAME*NIGHT DEMON) - 19 €
Shadow Kingdom Records 2019 - Brandnew massively anticipated second album of America's HAUNT, If Icarus Could Fly !
Limited Edition half mustard/ half red w/ black splatter vinyl, insert, 1500 copies !
A lot of great Guitar Harmonies over an classic 80's oldschool feeling and production !
For Fans of Angel Witch, DiAnno's Iron Maiden, Ironflame, Cauldron, Night Demon
Simply put, HAUNT is the new face of traditional heavy metal & hard rock. Masterful despite their young years as a band, HAUNT began as a
solo project of Beastmaker frontman Trevor William Church and promptly self-released its debut EP, Luminous Eyes, during the summer of
2017. Not long after, the EP was picked up for physical release by SHADOW KINGDOM, and henceforth did HAUNT begin its ascent...
With Luminous Eyes reaping widespread acclaim from both fans and critics alike, the stage was set for HAUNT's inevitable debut album. Aptly
titled Burst Into Flame, the band's full-length debut was released during the summer of 2018 and promptly burned a whole new path for
HAUNT. Now expanded into a full working lineup, Church's vision proved infinitely powerful and poignant: here, HAUNT's blend of turn-of-the'80s heavy metal with touches of '70s hard rock positively exploded with electricity and excitement at every turn. And that electricity reached a
fever pitch as the band hit the touring circuit thereafter, culminating with a rapturously received run on the Speed of the Wizard tour
supporting High on Fire, Municipal Waste, and Toxic Holocaust.
Not ones to rest on their considerable laurels, HAUNT are back less than a year after their debut album with the even stronger If Icarus Could
Fly. Taking everything that was so magical about Burst Into Flame - compact songcraft, immediately memorable hooks, impassioned playing,

an understated emotional element that elevates everything above mere party fodder - and fine-tuning it to near-perfection, If Icarus Could Fly
is a step-up on every level.
And once again, at every turn there's an absolute ANTHEM, perhaps best exemplified by the unforgettable "It's In My Hands," a masterpiece of
a song that will likely be the "hit" of the album. Elsewhere, HAUNT have simply sharpened their attack with seemingly effortless ease: heavy
and heartfelt, with an expressiveness that encapsulates everything that's so engaging and enduring about traditional metal. Simply put, If
Icarus Could Fly is a natural progression from HAUNT's debut album and the next chapter in their saga as new kings.
HAUNT - If Icarus Could Fly (PRE-ORDER*LIM.BLACK V.*US METAL KILLER*IRONFLAME*NIGHT DEMON) - 18 €
Shadow Kingdom Records 2019 - Brandnew massively anticipated second album of America's HAUNT, If Icarus Could Fly !
Limited Edition black vinyl, insert, 500 copies !
A lot of great Guitar Harmonies over an classic 80's oldschool feeling and production !
For Fans of Angel Witch, DiAnno's Iron Maiden, Ironflame, Cauldron, Night Demon
HAUNT - If Icarus Could Fly (PRE-ORDER*LIM.BEER/BLACK V.*US METAL KILLER*IRONFLAME*NIGHT DEMON) - 19 €
Shadow Kingdom Records 2019 - Brandnew massively anticipated second album of America's HAUNT, If Icarus Could Fly !
Limited Edition beer/ black color in color vinyl, insert, 1000
A lot of great Guitar Harmonies over an classic 80's oldschool feeling and production !
For Fans of Angel Witch, DiAnno's Iron Maiden, Ironflame, Cauldron, Night Demon
HESSIAN - Marrow Black 7" (NEW*LIM.300 BLACK VINYL*US METAL*WYTCH HAZEL*M.ROAD*WITCHFINDER GENERAL) - 8 €
Urtod Void Records 2018 - Limited Edition 7" - 300 copies with exclusive Tracks – 4 years after "Bachelor Of Black Arts"
Brandnew US Metal in the vein of Wytch Hazel, High Spirits, Thin Lizzy, Iron Maiden, Witchfinder General, Trouble, Cirith Ungol, Manilla Road
Hessian – a Portland/Maine band that penetrate the heavy music scene through their blend of infectious guitar harmonies, evil melodies, and
all- around enticing songwriting that promotes a bygone era of the 1970’s and early 80’s.
HESSIAN - Mercenary Retrograde (NEW*LIM.100 WHITE VINYL*US METAL*WYTCH HAZEL*CIRITH UNGOL*THIN LIZZY) - 20 €
Urtod Vid Records 2018 - Limited Edition of 100 copies in White Vinyl + Insert ! – 4 years after "Bachelor Of Black Arts"
Brandnew US Metal in the vein of Wytch Hazel, High Spirits, Thin Lizzy, Iron Maiden, Witchfinder General, Trouble, Cirith Ungol, Manilla Road,
Brocas Helm
Hessian – a Portland/Maine band that penetrate the heavy music scene through their blend of infectious guitar harmonies, evil melodies, and
all- around enticing songwriting that promotes a bygone era of the 1970’s and early 80’s.
HESSIAN - Mercenary Retrograde (NEW*LIM.250 BLACK VINYL*US METAL*WYTCH HAZEL*CIRITH UNGOL*THIN LIZZY) - 18 €
Urtod Vid Records 2018 - Limited Edition of 250 copies in Black Vinyl + Insert ! – 4 years after "Bachelor Of Black Arts"
Brandnew US Metal in the vein of Wytch Hazel, High Spirits, Thin Lizzy, Iron Maiden, Witchfinder General, Trouble, Cirith Ungol, Manilla Road,
Brocas Helm
Hessian – a Portland/Maine band that penetrate the heavy music scene through their blend of infectious guitar harmonies, evil melodies, and
all- around enticing songwriting that promotes a bygone era of the 1970’s and early 80’s.
H-BOMB - Massacre (NEW*LIM.400 BLACK VINYL*FRA HEAVY/SPEED METAL*UNREL.TRACKS) - 23 €
Memoire Neuve Records 2019 - Brandnew limited Edition in black vinyl, ltd 400 copies, printed Innersleeves !
Together with Sortilege the best Heavy/Speed Metal Band ever from France !
Fantastic Demo & unreleased rehearsals tracks from 1983 and live tracks
JON SCHAFFER'S PURGATORY - Purgatory (NEW*LIM.BLACK VINYL*PRE-ICED EARTH*US METAL*OMEN*LIEGE LORD) - 21 €
Century Media Records 2018 - US Metal at its very best ! This is Pre - Iced Earth with their best Songs in the vein of the first 3 Iced Earth
Albums or Omen / Liege Lord !
Limited BLACK Vinyl + Booklet - Metal legends ICED EARTH were formed in 1985 by Jon Schaffer but they didn’t take that name until 1988—
before that, they were known as PURGATORY. Schaffer has reunited most of the line up from those days and released a five track EP,
containing songs that were written in the mid 80s. The album is dedicated to Richard Bateman, the band’s original bassist, who died before the
EP went into production.
LORDIAN WINDS - Demo 1986 (NEW*LIM.150 BLACK VINYL*US EPIC*WARLORD) - 16 €
High Roller Records 2019 - Brandnew black vinyl, ltd 150, insert, mastered for vinyl by Patrick W. Engel at TEMPLE OF DISHARMONY
The remastered demo recordings of LORDIAN WINDS project, with William J Tsamis (guitars, keyboards), Rick Anderson (vocals) and Dave
Watry (bass),
A must-have release for all WARLORD fans! Officially released for first time in the LORDIAN GUARD "Anthology" double CD, this is the
remastered vinyl edition of the post-WARLORD project of William J Tsamis that recorded four demo songs.
LORDIAN WINDS - Demo 1986 (NEW*LIM.150 RED VINYL*US EPIC*WARLORD) - 17 €
High Roller Records 2019 - Brandnew transparent red vinyl, ltd 150, insert, mastered for vinyl by Patrick W. Engel at TEMPLE OF DISHARMONY
The remastered demo recordings of LORDIAN WINDS project, with William J Tsamis (guitars, keyboards), Rick Anderson (vocals) and Dave
Watry (bass),
A must-have release for all WARLORD fans! Officially released for first time in the LORDIAN GUARD "Anthology" double CD, this is the
remastered vinyl edition of the post-WARLORD project of William J Tsamis that recorded four demo songs.
MANDRAH - The Other Side (NEW*LIM.333 BLACK V.*GRIP INC.*VOODOCULT*DESPAIR) - 16 €
Night Of The Vinyl Dead 2019 - Brandnew ltd 333, handnumbered, 5 track MLP, black vinyl with golden band logo screen printed on side B,
project by Waldemar Sorychta!
This release is available only as vinyl.

For Fans of Metallica, Grip Inc., Prong, Voodoocult, Despair
METAL INQUISITOR - Panopticon (NEW*LIM.BLACK VINYL*GER HEAVY METAL*I.MAIDEN*J.PRIEST) - 22 €
Massacre Records 2019 - Brandnew limited Edition in black vinyl, gatefold
Classic GER Heavy Metal with NWOBHM / US METAL influences in the vein of Judas Priest, Iron Maiden, Accept or Saxon !
METAL INQUISITOR - Panopticon (NEW*LIM.RED VINYL*GER HEAVY METAL*I.MAIDEN*J.PRIEST) - 23 €
Massacre Records 2019 - Brandnew limited Edition in RED vinyl, gatefold
Classic GER Heavy Metal with NWOBHM / US METAL influences in the vein of Judas Priest, Iron Maiden, Accept or Saxon !
MIDNIGHT FORCE - Dunsinane (NEW*LIM.100 RED V.*EPIC METAL/NWOBHM*M.ROAD*C.UNGOL*ACCEPT*DARK FOREST) - 22 €
Eat Metal Records 2018 - Brandnew Classic NWOBHM influenced Epic Power Metal from Scotland with great guitar and vocal harmonies !
Limited Edition of 100 copies on Red Vinyl + Insert !
In 2016, the band released the debut EP "Restless Blade," followed by a single in 2017.
Midnight Force is an old school metal band based in Glasgow, Scotland. The band describes its brand of metal as somewhere between U.S. and
epic metal of Manilla Road, Cirith Ungol and Virgin Steele and a large chunk of the NWoBHM and early German Metal like Accept and the
Scorpions. "Dunsinane" is a reference to one of Scotland's most notorious kings, Macbeth. The title track engages with the “real," the historical
Macbeth, actually a more successful ruler than Shakespeare made him out to be…The rest of the songs also deal with many historical or
fantasy inspired themes, be it from the writings of Robert E. Howard or accounts of historical battles and wars.
MIDNIGHT FORCE - Dunsinane (NEW*LIM.250 BLACK V.*EPIC METAL/NWOBHM*M.ROAD*C.UNGOL*ACCEPT*DARK FOREST) - 20 €
Eat Metal Records 2018 - Brandnew Classic NWOBHM influenced Epic Power Metal from Scotland with great guitar and vocal harmonies !
Limited Edition of 250 copies on Black Vinyl + Insert !
In 2016, the band released the debut EP "Restless Blade," followed by a single in 2017.
Midnight Force is an old school metal band based in Glasgow, Scotland. The band describes its brand of metal as somewhere between U.S. and
epic metal of Manilla Road, Cirith Ungol and Virgin Steele and a large chunk of the NWoBHM and early German Metal like Accept and the
Scorpions. "Dunsinane" is a reference to one of Scotland's most notorious kings, Macbeth. The title track engages with the “real," the historical
Macbeth, actually a more successful ruler than Shakespeare made him out to be…The rest of the songs also deal with many historical or
fantasy inspired themes, be it from the writings of Robert E. Howard or accounts of historical battles and wars.
NEKROMANT - The Nekromant Lives (NEW*LIM.300 BLACK V.*SWE HEAVY/DOOM METAL / NWOBHM*IRON
MAIDEN*CANDLEMASS*DEMON) - 24 €
Ripple Music 2018 - US Direct Import ! Limited Black Blood Edition + Insert - 300 copies only and already sold out at the Label ! Killer Swe
Heavy Metal / Doom Metal /Retro Rock + NWOBHM vibes !
For Fans of Iron Maiden and Demon meets Candlemass or Night Demon and Diamond Head meets Black Sabbath - Orchid, The Sword, Black
Sabbath, Crypt Sermon, Kadavar, Graveyard, Magic Circle, Witchcraft
Fantastic Double Leads, great Hooks and awesome Vocals !
After the great Serpent Album and the Debut "Snakes and Liars" this is the 2nd release under their Monicker "NEKROMANT" ! Killer Album one of TOP 3 in 2018 for me !
Hailing from the Swedish city of Vänersborg, the band – formerly known as Serpent – are renowned for delivering a raw, gritty and direct
assault, cast in the fires and a dedicated melting pot of metallic inspirations which include Black Sabbath, Pentagram and Texan rockers, The
Sword. Following the release of their self-titled album in late 2015 on Transubstans Records, the band played extensively both home and
abroad at large shows such as Sweden Rock Festival and toured with fellow Swedes, Cities of Mars. Their album Nekromant (released under
the band’s original name) received unanimous praise by critics and fans alike and led to a very successful start in 2016 for the trio. Having
caught the attention of Ripple Music, and we immediately fell in love with the way the band wore their influences proudly on their sleeves,
with the dark and heavy majesty of Snakes & Liars (2017) Nekromant undoubtedly carried a torch for old-school metal.
NEKROMANT - The Nekromant Lives (NEW*LIM.100 COL. V.*SWE HEAVY/DOOM METAL / NWOBHM*IRON
MAIDEN*CANDLEMASS*DEMON) - 26 €
Ripple Music 2018 - US Direct Import ! Limited Walpurgis Blood Edition" Split Color Vinyl LP+ Insert - 100 copies only half and half black and
grey edition ! Killer Swe Heavy Metal / Doom Metal /Retro Rock + NWOBHM vibes !
For Fans of Iron Maiden and Demon meets Candlemass or Night Demon and Diamond Head meets Black Sabbath - Orchid, The Sword, Black
Sabbath, Crypt Sermon, Kadavar, Graveyard, Magic Circle, Witchcraft
Fantastic Double Leads, great Hooks and awesome Vocals !
After the great Serpent Album and the Debut "Snakes and Liars" this is the 2nd release under their Monicker "NEKROMANT" ! Killer Album one of TOP 3 in 2018 for me !
NIGHTFYRE - From Fortune To Ruin (NEW*GER HEAVY/SPEED METAL/NWOBHM*LIM.400 BLACK V.*J.PRIEST*ENFORCER*R.WILD) - 15 €
This Charming Man Records 2019 - Great Heavy/Speed Metal with many NWOBHM influences from Germany
Nightfyre hailing from Münster Germany aim to set the metal world on fire. After their demo CD, which sold almost 300 copies, their debut
album „from fortune to ruin“ will make its mark in the german metal scene – cool melodies, classical clean vocals (think early James Hetfield)
and a great mix of midtempo stompers and fast uptempo Killers.
Limited Black Vinyl - 400 copies ! For Fans of Running Wild, High Spirits, Enforcer, Skull Fist, Blizzen, Judas Priest, Cauldron White Wizzard
OVERKILL - The Wings of War DLP (NEW*LIM. BLACK VINYL*US THRASH METAL) - 25 €
Nuclear Blast Records 2019 - Brandnew double Black Vinyl, Gatefold cover
Killer US Speed / Thrash Metal in the Vein of the glorious “Ironbound” Album – a real must have !
For Fans of Testament * Exodus * Anthrax * Kreator * Death Angel * Sacred Reich * Forbidden * Megadeth * Metallica * Annihilator *
Whiplash

OVERKILL - The Wings of War DLP (NEW*LIM.300 GREEN/BLACK SPLATTER*US METAL) - 28 €
Nuclear Blast Records 2019 - Brandnew double Green with black Splatter vinyl, ltd 300, Gatefold cover
Killer US Speed / Thrash Metal in the Vein of the glorious “Ironbound” Album – a real must have !
For Fans of Testament * Exodus * Anthrax * Kreator * Death Angel * Sacred Reich * Forbidden * Megadeth * Metallica * Annihilator *
Whiplash
PALE DIVINE - Pale Divine (NEW*LIM.200 SPLATTER V.*US DOOM*PLACE OF SKULLS*S.VITUS) - 21 €
Shadow Kingdom Records 2018 - Brandnew limited Edition in black/blue/clear colored vinyl, ltd 200, insert
Killer Gig at the Hammer of Doom 2018 - one of the Festival Winners !
For Fans of Corrosion of Conformity, Black Sabbath, Place of Skulls, The Obsessed, early Judas Priest, Thin Lizzy, BEELZEFUZZ and Wino-era
Saint Vitus
For nearly 25 years now, PALE DIVINE have been perfecting the proto-doom sound - rooted in the '70s, particularly Pentagram and Ozzy-era
Black Sabbath but also Sir Lord Baltimore, Leafhound, and even very early Judas Priest - but predating so many cloying pretenders ever since.
Not for them is this just another trendy bandwagon to jump on; PALE DIVINE truly LIVE this music. The public's tastes may be fickle, but
diehards know and love the name PALE DIVINE. And for very good reason: albums like 2001's Thunder Perfect Mind and 2004's Eternity
Revealed are considered classics of the genre, carrying the torch of '80s forebears like Saint Vitus and Trouble, and keeping that flame burning
whatever the cost.
And though it's been six long years since PALE DIVINE's last album, 2012's SHADOW KINGDOM-released Painted Windows Black, the powertrio sound more energized than ever on Pale Divine. A veritable tour de force of everything that's been brewing in the band's cauldron lo these
many years, Pale Divine explodes with thunder and swagger at every turn: from epic metal excursions to bluesy rockers, groove behemoths to
graveyard laments, psychedelic swirl to straight-up crush, this album literally has it ALL! Naturally, actual honest-to-goodness songwriting takes
center stage here, and PALE DIVINE possess the panache to pull it all of with style and grace, effortlessly and unselfconsciously so. At the
forefront, as ever, are the always soulful vocals of guitarist Greg Diener, who brings pathos and poignancy to such heartrending topics as
"Chemical Decline," "Bleeding Soul," "So Low," and "Curse the Shadows." Which is to say nothing of the production on Pale Divine, which has
that rich warmth and as-true-as-it-gets analog sound that further underline the timelessness PALE DIVINE have made their stock-in-trade since
the beginning.
The more things change, the more they stay the same sometimes, and there stands PALE DIVINE, tall and proud. In 2018, you're not gonna find
a better, more rockin' and more pure DOOM album than Pale Divine!
PALE DIVINE - Pale Divine (NEW*LIM.100 BLACK V.*US DOOM*PLACE OF SKULLS*S.VITUS) - 21 €
Shadow Kingdom Records 2018 - Brandnew limited Edition in black vinyl, ltd 100, insert
Killer Gig at the Hammer of Doom 2018 - one of the Festival Winners !
For Fans of Corrosion of Conformity, Black Sabbath, Place of Skulls, The Obsessed, BEELZEFUZZ, early Judas Priest, Thin Lizzy, and Wino-era
Saint Vitus
PARASITE - Same (NEW*LIM.400 BLACK V.*SWE HEAVY METAL CLASSIC*HEAVY LOAD*UNIVERSE) - 21 €
No Remorse Records 2018 - Brandnew SWE Heavy Metal Classic Reissue + 5 Bonus, limited to 400 Copies in Black Vinyl + Insert
Now, the mini album is officially reissued for first time ever on CD including 5 previously unreleased bonus tracks. Highly recommended for
fans of Europe, Universe, Silver Mountain, Heavy Load.
PARASITE is a Swedish heavy metal band formed in 1981 and disbanded just few years later. However, their "Parasite" debut 12"; EP stood the
test of time and gained a cult status as one
of the best releases of '80s Swedish heavy metal.
PARASITE - Same (NEW*LIM.100 BLUE V.*SWE HEAVY METAL CLASSIC*HEAVY LOAD*UNIVERSE) - 30 €
No Remorse Records 2018 - Brandnew SWE Heavy Metal Classic Reissue + 5 Bonus, limited to 100 Copies in Blue Vinyl + Insert
PHILADELPHIA - Search & Destroy (NEW*LIM.350 BLACK V.*US WHITE METAL*REMASTERED) - 26 €
Roxx Records 2018 – Brandnew US White Metal - Limited Edition 350 copies in Black Vinyl with new artwork fully remastered.
Philadelphia were one of the premiere Christian rock bands in the 80’s releasing 2 classic and long out of print albums (Tell The Truth and
Search & Destroy) before calling it a day. Then once again reappearing in 2016 to release a rerecorded version of their never released third
album (Warlord) - The vinyl editions have been fully remastered and have never sounded better courtesy of Rob Colwell of Bombworks Sound.
As well as a classic new design and package by Scott Waters of No Life Til Metal Graphics.
The beautiful vinyl package is being pressed in a quantity of 500 pieces with 150 on a very limited Gold vinyl and 350 on classic black vinyl.
PHILADELPHIA - Search & Destroy (NEW*LIM.150 GOLD V.*US WHITE METAL*REMASTERED) - 28 €
Roxx Records 2018 – Brandnew US White Metal - Limited Edition 150 copies in Gold Vinyl with new artwork fully remastered.
PHILADELPHIA – Warlord (NEW*LIM.150 BLACK VINYL*US WHITE METAL*STRYPER) - 28 €
Roxx Records 2018 - Limited Edition vinyl # 11 in the Roxx Underground series limited to only 150 hand numbered pieces.
The next release in the very special hand numbered series called the Roxx Underground Series will be none other than the most recent
Philadelphia album ‘Warlord’.
This release is number 11 in the series and is being pressed in a one-time pressing of only 150 hand numbered pieces.
Most identify with Philadelphia for the traditional metal of the two albums it released on independent label Patmos Records, with the first, Tell
The Truth, coming out in 1984 and reportedly pre-dating Stryper’s The Yellow And Black Attack from the same year, and second, conceptual
work Search And Destroy, following in 1985. For Fans of Stryper, Metal Church, KISS
PICTURE - Warhorse DLP (NEW*LIM.300 BLACK VINYL*NWOBHM*CLASSIC HEAVY METAL) - 23 €
Pure Steel Records 2018 - Brandnew NWoBHM, 2018 Rerelease, with 1 Bonustrack, lim. to 300 black copies, Doublevinyl, insert
Their great Comeback Album from 2012 for the first Time in VINYL !

POWERGAME - Masquerade (NEW*LIM.104 BLACK V.*GER HM/NWOBHM*ANGEL WITCH*I.MAIDEN*RAVEN) - 18 €
Fucking Kill Records 2019 - Brandnew Killer 80's Heavy Metal from Germany - totally NWOBHM worship incl. awesome guitar work with double
leads in the Maiden style !
Limited Edition of 204 copies – first 100 in Red Vinyl, 104 in Black Vinyl, Hand numbered + Insert !
For Fans of TYGERS OF PAN TANG, SAMSON, TANK, RAVEN, HOLOCAUST, ANGEL WITCH, DEMON and early IRON MAIDEN
POWERGAME - Masquerade (NEW*LIM.100 RED V.*GER HM/NWOBHM*ANGEL WITCH*I.MAIDEN*RAVEN) - 19 €
Fucking Kill Records 2019 - Brandnew Killer 80's Heavy Metal from Germany - totally NWOBHM worship incl. awesome guitar work with double
leads in the Maiden style !
Limited Edition of 204 copies – first 100 in Red Vinyl, Hand numbered + Insert !
For Fans of TYGERS OF PAN TANG, SAMSON, TANK, RAVEN, HOLOCAUST, ANGEL WITCH, DEMON and early IRON MAIDEN
RIOT - Archives Volume 2: 1982-1983 DLP+DVD (NEW*LIM.400 BLACK VINYL*US METAL*R. FORRESTER) - 24 €
High Roller Records 2019 - Brandnew limited 400 x black vinyl gatefold cover, bonus DVD
RHETT FORRESTER - vocals
RIOT - Archives Volume 2: 1982-1983 DLP+DVD (NEW*LIM.450 RED VINYL*US METAL*R. FORRESTER) - 24 €
High Roller Records 2019 - Brandnew limited 450 x transparent blood-red vinyl gatefold cover, bonus DVD
RHETT FORRESTER - vocals
ROSS (Pocc) - Sing, Guslar! (NEW*EPIC DOOM METAL*LIM.300 BLACK V.*PRE-SCALD*CANDLEMASS) - 18 €
Ordo MCM Records 2019 - Brandnew limited Edition of 300 copies in Black Vinyl ROSS' Sing, Guslar!
Epic Doom Metal for Fans of Bathory, DoomSword, Manowar, Candlemass, Atlantean Codex, Ereb Altor, and Altar of Oblivion
Otherwise known as POCC, ROSS is the short-lived yet important precursor to Russia's cult SCALD. Maintaining a similar poignancy and raw
honesty, ROSS created a small clutch of songs that brimmed with triumph and tragedy. Rough-hewn they may be, but such were the times in
Soviet-era Russia; nevertheless, the roots of SCALD's masterful 'n' majestic pagan doom were planted with ROSS' nine-song repertoire. Now
they're being presented for their first time ever in one place, remastered from the original source audio, on Sing, Guslar!
ROUGH SPELLS - Modern Kicks For The Solitary Witch (NEW*LIM.300 BLACK V.*CAN PRIVATE PR.*SPELL*CASTLE) - 20 €
CAN Private Press 2018 – CAN Import – Limited Edition of 300 copies in Black Vinyl 12“ !
Debut Release from Toronto – Female fronted Canada’s Rough Spells ! Excellent Heavy Metal / Hard Rock / Doom Metal with a bit of hazy /
dark vibes ! Modern Kicks For The Solitary Witch kicks off with a riff that sounds like you mistakenly played Barracuda by Heart only for it to hit
you in the face with a galloping beat that could have easily been buried on Hell Bent For Leather.
For Fans of Castle, early Judas Priest, Black Sabbath or Spell
SABOTER - Architects Of Evil (NEW*LIM.300 BLACK V.*GRE POWER METAL*MANOWAR*ICED EARTH*RAM*PORTRAIT) - 18 €
No Remorse Records 2018 – Brandnew Killer Power Metal from GRE - “Architects of Evil” is a blend of pure Heavy Metal with epic, power and
tech thrash elements for Fans of Manowar, Iced Earth, RAM, Portrait, Judas Priest, Iron Maiden
Limited Edition of 300 copies in Black Vinyl + Insert
Αfter a short period of silence, the cult of SABOTER is back. SABOTER’s second album, an aural horror of merciless sinister metal.
SANHEDRIN - The Poisoner (NEW*LIM. BLACK VINYL*US METAL*IRON MAIDEN*BLACK SABBATH*THIN LIZZY) - 19 €
Cruz Del Sur Records 2019 - Brandnew limited Edition in black vinyl, insert,
Fantastic Newcomer from USA with a killer Mix of classic US Metal / Speed Metal and some Doom Elements !
For Fans of Lizzy Borden / Def Leppard / Accept / Thin Lizzy / Queensryche / Iron Maiden / Axe Witch / Tokyo Blade meets Magic Circle /
Trouble / The Obsessed / Black Sabbath w. Ozzy
Brooklyns Sanhedrin scale boundaries and elude genre norms on their second studio album, The Poisoner. The bands intoxicating blend of
doom and classic metal is complemented by lyrics that delve into the darker elements of humanity and the cyclical nature of destructive ideas.
Thought-provoking and inherently catchy at the same time, The Poisoner is indicative of a band unafraid to venture into unchartered territory.
Sanhedrins 2017 A Funeral for the World debut full-length was originally released independently, but reissued for broader release by Cruz Del
Sur Music in 2018.
The Poisoner picks up where its predecessor left off, with the Brooklyn trio (who consist of former Amber Asylum/Lost Goat bassist/vocalist
Erica Stoltz, Black Anvil guitarist Jeremy Sosville and drummer Nathan Honor) parlaying their vast array of influences into eight gripping,
instantaneously memorable numbers that rely melodic riff choices, the affecting vocals of Stoltz and touches of dark atmosphere. Recorded
with producer Colin Marston at Menegroth, The Thousand Caves, the members of Sanhedrin cite Marstons ability to pick up on the minute
details of their sound as one of the reasons for their collaboration, which began on A Funeral for the World. According to Sanhedrin, Marston,
who usually tackles some of extreme metals most unique and unrelenting acts, is on the same sonic wavelength as the band, capable of
translating their musical vision without sacrificing the raw and natural elements of their sound. The Poisoner reflects the various sides of
Sanhedrin, from classic, if not soaring jaunts, to tight, direct melds of gallop-oriented metal to doom-channeled motifs, most notably, the
albums title track, which features a guest appearance by Stoltzs former Amber Asylum bandmate Kris Force on violin.
This diversity is less of a jigsaw than it is the natural melding of various ideas and styles, taking Sanhedrin to new places on each song. On The
Poisoner, Sanhedrin defies categorization, hereby entering into their own carved-out space where exploration and timeless songwriting are
paramount. European tour with label mates GATEKEPEER in February / March 2019.
SANHEDRIN - The Poisoner (NEW*LIM. 300 RED VINYL*US METAL*IRON MAIDEN*BLACK SABBATH*THIN LIZZY) - 22 €
Cruz Del Sur Records 2019 - Brandnew limited Edition of 300 copies in RED vinyl, insert,
Fantastic Newcomer from USA with a killer Mix of classic US Metal / Speed Metal and some Doom Elements !
For Fans of Lizzy Borden / Def Leppard / Accept / Thin Lizzy / Queensryche / Iron Maiden / Axe Witch / Tokyo Blade meets Magic Circle /
Trouble / The Obsessed / Black Sabbath w. Ozzy

SEAX - Fallout Rituals (NEW*LIM.800 BLUE/WHITE V.*US SPEED METAL*RAZOR*A.STEEL) - 19 €
Shadow Kingdom Records 2019 – Brandnew US Speed Metal Killer – a must have for every Metal Maniac ! Limited Edition of 800 copies in
electric blue with white smoke vinyl, insert, poster
For Fans of Agent Steel, Hallows Eve, Living Death, Nasty Savage, Razor, Evil Invaders
A fixture on the true metal scene, Massachussetts' SEAX are a staunchly DIY and hard-touring group. Founded in 2009 with the intent of
playing classic heavy metal, it was 2012 when SEAX's first album arrived with the aptly titled High on Metal. Completely DIY, it set the standard
for which the band would follow. Two years later came To the Grave, further intensifying SEAX's by-now-speeding sound and underlining their
independent spirit. But it was 2016's lay-it-all-on-the-line Speed Metal Mania where the band really came into their own, seemingly perfecting
their infectiously classic speed metal sound.
That is, until Fallout Rituals, where SEAX have truly come into their own. Like some long-lost Cobra Records or Mausoleum release from '84,
SEAX come roaring outta the gates with gleaming chrome and billowing exhaust, heading down the highway literally high on heavy metal. Old
Canadian and German gods are hailed, and they see that all is right and righteous with SEAX; there's no faking this kind of authenticity, this
timeless and unbending pursuit of total speed metal. Soaring vocals, exploding solos, locomotive drive, clear-yet-cutting production, absolute
desire and desperation at every turn: Fallout Rituals is once again aptly titled, so focused is their pistons-pumping push. Naturally, elder British
spirits likewise linger across this landscape, and they are suitably pleased with SEAX's speed metal mania.
SEAX - Fallout Rituals (NEW*LIM.200 BLACK V.*US SPEED METAL*RAZOR*A.STEEL) - 19 €
Shadow Kingdom Records 2019 – Brandnew US Speed Metal Killer – a must have for every Metal Maniac ! Limited Edition of 200 copies in
BLACK vinyl, insert, poster
For Fans of Agent Steel, Hallows Eve, Living Death, Nasty Savage, Razor, Evil Invaders
THOMAS SILVER - The Gospel According to Thomas (NEW*LIM.333 COL. VINYL*HARD ROCK*HARDCORE SUPERSTAR) - 20 €
Night Of The Vinyl Dead 2019 - Brandnew limited gold/ green Vinyl Side A/ Side B vinyl ! Fantastic Melodic / Sleaze / Hard Rock !
Thomas Silver (Hardcore Superstar) solo album, ltd 333, handnumbered, textured gatefold cover
For Fans of Hardcore Superstar, Hanoi Rocks The Cramps, Misfits, Ghost
The last of a dying breed, a talent mastered by few, and a true testament to the unquestionable songwriting abilities of Thomas Silver. ‘The
Gospel According To Thomas’ is an outright rock and roll masterpiece that should be hailed as an iconic and inspirational rock and roll record
for generations to come.
The Gospel According to Thomas has got fantastic reviews from every direction and I have not read a single negative word so far. 88/100 in
Burrn! Magazine
SINS OF THE DAMNED - Striking the Bell of Death (NEW*SPEED METAL*LIM.100 BLACK V.) - 18 €
Shadow Kingdom Records 2019 - Brandnew Speed Metal from Chile ! Limited Edition of 100 copies in Black Vinyl + Insert !
For Fans of Razor, Whiplash, Exciter, and Deathrow (Germany), Desaster, Gospel of the Horns, DEATHHAMMER, and BARBARIAN.
Formed in 2013 in the city of Santiago, SINS OF THE DAMNED have become a cult institution in their homeland of Chile, itself a hotbed of
heavy metal mania. The band self-released their first couple of demos, totally DIY but 100% professional, and prodigiously perfected their craft
with subsequent short-length releases every year since. And now, at last arrives the full distillation of SINS OF THE DAMNED's eternal,
unyielding aesthetic: the full-length Striking the Bell of Death!
For a debut album, Striking the Bell of Death does everything it should: consolidate all of SINS OF THE DAMNED's strengths, unveil previously
hinted-at elements, and deliver them in a powerful production. The beauty (or is that ugliness?) of SINS OF THE DAMNED is that the quartet
maintain such a classic sound, drinking deeply of metal's rich history, and yet exude a freshness of approach that results in something
legitimately, respectably modern. Striking the Bell of Death is full, furious proof of that, exhibiting absolutely masterful songwriting - hooks,
energy, passion, EVERYTHING - while roughening it up in a manner almost blackened (but not too much!).
SINS OF THE DAMNED - Striking the Bell of Death (NEW*SPEED METAL*LIM.400 RED V.) - 19 €
Shadow Kingdom Records 2019 - Brandnew Speed Metal from Chile ! Limited Edition of 400 copies in Red Vinyl + Insert !
For Fans of Razor, Whiplash, Exciter, and Deathrow (Germany), Desaster, Gospel of the Horns, DEATHHAMMER, and BARBARIAN.
SORCERER - Incantation (NEW*LIM.250 BLACK V.*US STYLE EPIC POWER METAL*C.UNGOL*WARLORD*C.GLORY) - 20 €
EAT METAL RECORDS 2018 - Killer Power/heavy metal from Argentina!!! Many U.S. Metal influences!!
Limited Edition in Black vinyl + insert, ltd to 250 copies
For Fans of Sanctuary, Cirith Ungol, Early Queensryche, Omen, Crimson Glory, Heir Apparent, Warlord
They build their solid song basis under strong riffing played the technical US Metal way, bringing into mind bands like Sanctuary or Metal
Church. Songs in mid tempos that go faster when they have to. A real comfortable mission if you have THIS rhythm section on your obscure
Sorcerer band. And of course, no one can ignore the vocals. Yes, the vocals are the strongest feature in here. We are mostly dealing with a
mixture of Tyrant / Howe.
SORCERER - Incantation (NEW*LIM.100 YELLOW V.*US STYLE EPIC POWER METAL*C.UNGOL*WARLORD*C.GLORY) - 22 €
EAT METAL RECORDS 2018 - Killer Power/heavy metal from Argentina!!! Many U.S. Metal influences!!
Limited Edition in Yellow vinyl + insert, ltd to 100 copies
For Fans of Sanctuary, Cirith Ungol, Early Queensryche, Omen, Crimson Glory, Heir Apparent, Warlord
They build their solid song basis under strong riffing played the technical US Metal way, bringing into mind bands like Sanctuary or Metal
Church. Songs in mid tempos that go faster when they have to. A real comfortable mission if you have THIS rhythm section on your obscure
Sorcerer band. And of course, no one can ignore the vocals. Yes, the vocals are the strongest feature in here. We are mostly dealing with a
mixture of Tyrant / Howe.
SPACE CHASER / DISTILLATOR – Split (NEW*THRASH METAL KILLER*LIM. VINYL*VEKTOR/EXODUS) - 15 €
This Charming Man Records 2018 - Killer Thrash Metal Split LP - limited Edition of 500 copies in clear Vinyl
Disitillator from the Netherlands with technical Thrash Metal in the vein of Coroner, Vektor or Evil Invaders
Space Chaser from Germany with Bay Area oriented Thrash Metal in the vein of Forbidden or Exodus

SPELL - The Full Moon Sessions - Expanded Edition (NEW*LIM.BLACK V.*CAN 70's METAL*BÖC*J.PRIEST*RUSH) - 20 €
Bad Omen Records 2018 - Brandnew limited Edition of 300 copies in Black Vinyl + Insert - reissue 2018 of their first album, 10 tracks
Fantastic Hard Rock / 70's Heavy Metal from Canada in the vein of Blue Öyster Cult, early Rush, Judas Priest
The band has actually been around for a bit of time, having formed in 2007, where they were known as Stryker up until their recent name
change to Spell in 2013.
SPILLAGE - Blood of Angels (NEWLIM.200 RED V.*US DOOM METAL*SOLITUDE AETURNUS*TROUBLE) - 19 €
No Dust Records 2019 – Killer US Doom Metal with EX – Earthen Grave Guitar Player Tony Spillman !
Limited Edition of 200 copies in RED Vinyl + printed Innersleeves
For Fans of Trouble, Savatage, Solitude Aeturnus, Wicked Maraya, Black Sabbath
Produced by Bruce Franklin (Trouble, Supershine)
Mixed by Lothar Keller (The Skull, Divinity Compromised, Sacred Dawn)
SPILLAGE - Blood of Angels (NEWLIM.200 WHITE V.*US DOOM METAL*SOLITUDE AETURNUS*TROUBLE) - 19 €
No Dust Records 2019 – Killer US Doom Metal with EX – Earthen Grave Guitar Player Tony Spillman !
Limited Edition of 200 copies in CLEAR/WHITE Vinyl + printed Innersleeves
For Fans of Trouble, Savatage, Solitude Aeturnus, Wicked Maraya, Black Sabbath
Produced by Bruce Franklin (Trouble, Supershine)
Mixed by Lothar Keller (The Skull, Divinity Compromised, Sacred Dawn)
STÄLKER - Powermad/Behold the Beast 7” (NEW*LIM.300 BLACK V.*SPEED METAL NZ*EXCL.TRACKS) - 10 €
Napalm Records 2019 – Pre-Order: 22.03.2019 – Killer Speed Metal from NZ again (EX – Razorwyre) !
Strictly Limited to 300 Copies incl. 2 EXCLUSIVE Non-Album Tracks
For Fans of early Exciter, Whiplash, early Slayer, Ranger, Agent Steel, Forte, Razor
Insane high Speed Riff Massacre with powerful Vocals and high screams ! This is classic 80's Speed Metal !
Speed metal demons Stalker staked their infernal claim with their 2017 Shadow of the Sword debut, which included pedal-to-the-metal
mayhem and maximum intensity throughout. In preparation for their next full-length attack, expected later this year, the New Zealand powertrio are unleashing a limited-edition 7” featuring two new iron-clad anthems, “Powermad” and “Behold the Beast”. Bristling with primaeval
thrash and stampeding bass, Stalker’s latest tracks exhibit all the charisma, abandon and shred-head pyrotechnics that secured the band’s
scorching live reputation.
Stalker pay due respect to their '80s forebears, but the trio aren’t living in the past. Pushing themselves ever harder, Stalker’s latest spandexand-leather-clad songs are as raw and bloody as a fresh kill. “Like the blinding flash before the shockwave hits, we’ve unleashed this 7" killing
machine to foreshadow our new full-length,” notes Daif King, the band’s vocalist and bassist. “Prepare yourself and get up to ramming speed
or risk it all when the blast wave hits. Forwarned is forearmed, you surface dwellers!” Stalker hit red-lining speeds on the scorched-earth
battlezone “Powermad”, while black magic boils over on the similarly possessed “Behold the Beast”. Raw-yet-honed production ensures all the
sonic filth stains your soul, while Stalker’s razor-sharp riffs cut deeper than ever.
STEEL SHOCK – With Fire & Steel (NEW*LIM.150 BLACK V.*VORTEX*C.HOOF*METAL INQUISITOR) - 19 €
Alone Records 2019 - Limited Edition of 150 hand-numbered copies in Black Vinyl + Insert !
GERMAN / NETHERLANDS Metal Alliance incl. Martjo Whirlewolf from VORTEX + Nima MetalHeart from ACT OF STATE !
Classic 80's Heavy Metal with fantastic high pitched + powerful Vocals of Nima !
For Fans of Vortex, Picture, Cloven Hoof, Omen, Skelator, Split Heaven, Metal Inquisitor, Metalucifer
STEEL SHOCK – With Fire & Steel (NEW*LIM.100 SPLATTER V.*VORTEX*C.HOOF*METAL INQUISITOR) - 22 €
Alone Records 2019 - Limited Edition of 100 hand-numbered copies in Splatter Vinyl + Insert !
SULPHUR AEON - The Scythe of Cosmic Chaos DLP (NEW*LIM.GREEN V.*DEATH/BLACK METAL MASTERPIECE) - 25 €
Van Records 2018 - Limited edition 180 gram dark green vinyl with gatefold sleeve etched D-Side + 12" booklet with lyrics and illustrations.
Death/Black Metal Masterpiece from Germany for Fans of Slaegt or Dissection
THE NECROMANCERS - Of Blood and Wine (NEW*LIM.200 BLACK V.*OCCULT HARD ROCK*KADAVAR*GHOST) - 24 €
Ripple Music 2018 - US Direct Import ! Limited Edition of 200 copies in Black Vinyl,
For Fans of Black Sabbath, Ghost, Kadavar, Vintage Caravan or Year of the Goat mixed with a lot of NWOBHM and some Grand Magus /
Manowar Epic !
Their debut album was the surprise occult doom release of the year last year, now The Necromancers come roaring back with their follow up
release Of Blood and Wine. Present are all the same intense moods and themes, with even better songwriting and heavier riffs!
Drawing on antiquated inspirations in mythology, religion, fantastical tales from European literature and an obsession for classic horror
cinema, The Necromancers are a curious alliance of musicians, and together are a strange beast to behold.
Following on from the release of their debut album last year on Ripple Music, the French quartet return with the first taste of their eagerly
awaited follow up, Of Blood and Wine, with ‘Secular Lord’; a song about which explores the legend of Vlad 'The Empalor' Tepes. Experimenting
with progressive rock, heavy psych and the 70s pagan/proto-metal of bands like Black Sabbath and Coven, they take these influences, throw in
the urgency of NWOBHM and douse the entire lot in lysergic illusions. All with a mind to create an album a sound for ages.
After a very successful tour last winter with Swiss psych rock legends Monkey 3, The Necromancers take to the road for a European tour with
Belzebong, kicking off with an album release show at Le Cluricaume in their hometown of Poitiers.
THE SABBATHIAN - Latum Alterum (NEW*LIM.300 BLACK VINYL*EPIC/DOOM METAL*CANDLEMASS) - 19 €
Svart Records 2018 - Brandnew Debut Album – limited 300 BLACK Vinyl + Insert
Killer Epic Doom/Occult Metal EP from The Sabbathian with awesome, female Vocals - the new Band from Chad Davis (Hour of 13)
For Fans of Candlemass, Hour of 13, Vestal Claret, Avatarium, Jex Thoth, Witch Mountain, Bathory

The words “highly anticipated” come quickly to mind when talking of the US-Norwegian project The Sabbathian and the chance that there will
be new material from them.
The band, formed by Chad Davis (Hour of 13 and many more) and Anette Uvaas Gulbrandsen (Nàttsòl), released their debut EP, Ritual Rites, on
Svart Records in 2014. The duo’s personal approach to old-school doom won over many metal hearts, and the wait for new material is over in
January 2019.
THE SABBATHIAN - Latum Alterum (NEW*LIM.200 GOLD VINYL*EPIC/DOOM METAL*CANDLEMASS) - 20 €
Svart Records 2018 - Brandnew Debut Album – limited 200 GOLD Vinyl + Insert
Killer Epic Doom/Occult Metal EP from The Sabbathian with awesome, female Vocals - the new Band from Chad Davis (Hour of 13)
For Fans of Candlemass, Hour of 13, Vestal Claret, Avatarium, Jex Thoth, Witch Mountain, Bathory
The words “highly anticipated” come quickly to mind when talking of the US-Norwegian project The Sabbathian and the chance that there will
be new material from them.
The band, formed by Chad Davis (Hour of 13 and many more) and Anette Uvaas Gulbrandsen (Nàttsòl), released their debut EP, Ritual Rites, on
Svart Records in 2014. The duo’s personal approach to old-school doom won over many metal hearts, and the wait for new material is over in
January 2019.
THE WIZARDS - Full Moon in Scorpio (NEW*#1 DEAF FOREVER*LIM.250 MAGENTA V.*HARD ROCK/METAL SPA) - 18 €
High Roller records 2019 - Rerelease of this #1 Deaf Forever - 2nd album by this 70's Hard & Heavy Rock band from Spain influenced by acts
like
BLACK SABBATH, GRAND MAGUS, THE CULT, BLUE OYSTER CULT, PENTAGRAM, DEEP PURPLE, DIO, HORISONT, ELECTRIC WIZARD
Limited 250 x neon magenta 425gsm heavy card board cover, insert (uncoated paper)
THUNDERDOME - The Man of rolling Thunder (NEW*CAN METAL*LIM.200 BLACK V.*IDLE HANDS*PRIEST*H.LOAD) - 17 €
Temple of Mystery Records 2019 - Brandnew Limited CAN Metal - 300 copies - 200 copies in Black Vinyl !
Four tracks of pure Northern Heavy Metal with an early speed metal vibe.
For fans of IDLE HANDS, HEAVY LOAD, classic PRIEST, BLIZZEN, BLADE KILLER with some Danzig like Vocals.
'Get Judged' kicks things off with a high energy kick to the nether regions, a speedball metaller with a "show no mercy or fear!" refrain. While
Sean Orlicky's old school style of warble vocals are usually teamed with doom metal, they work mighty fine within the more traditional metal
style found herein.
TROLL - Legend Master DLP (NEW*US EPIC DOOM METAL*LIM.400 GOLD*PALLBEARER) - 22 €
Shadow Kingdom Records 2019 – Brandnew US Epic Doom Metal ! Limited Edition in double GOLD vinyl, gatefold, insert – 400 copies only !
For Fans of Khemmis, Pallbearer, Warning (UK), Solstice (UK), Hour Of 13 and the Lord Weird Slough Feg
Hailing from Portland, Oregon, TROLL released their first demo in 2015. Not long after came Troll, their debut album, which was originally selfreleased on cassette tape. Its original edition sold out quickly, and soon came to the attention of SHADOW KINGDOM. Duly impressed, the
label simply had to release TROLL's album on wider-available physical formats and get the band the attention they so truly deserve.
early 2018: TROLL's swampy, primordial doom ooze was critically acclaimed far and wide, with many salaciously awaiting the band's next
move. And now, that next move has arrived, and it's more molten and momentous: the ominously titled Legend Master, TROLL's first brandnew material since 2016.
The title Legend Master is a telling one: here, TROLL dial back the swampier excesses of their more stoner-indebted work and aim for a more
regal, prog-inclined style of doom. And yet, even with such a significant shift, the band's powers are truly hitting a fever pitch here, seemingly
able to weave a majestic-yet-mournful tale at every turn. And there are five "turns" here, each of Legend Master's five tracks an expansive epic
in their own right. With two songs clocking in at eight minutes and the other three topping 10 minutes, TROLL render the album a world unto
itself; riffs lumber and crunch and then fold and wander, creating atmosphere and tension alike, as enigmatic vocalist Rainbo really reaches
into his soul to deliver a goosebump-inducing performance like no other. After 52 minutes, you'll feel like you've gone on a journey of a
lifetime, yet will be pressing "play" again immediately after: TROLL have truly become that engaging.
TROLL - Legend Master DLP (NEW*US EPIC DOOM METAL*LIM.100 BLACK*KHEMMIS) - 22 €
Shadow Kingdom Records 2019 – Brandnew US Epic Doom Metal ! Limited Edition in double BLACK vinyl, gatefold, insert – 100 copies only !
For Fans of Khemmis, Pallbearer, Warning (UK), Solstice (UK), Hour Of 13 and the Lord Weird Slough Feg
TYGERS OF PAN TANG - Hellbound Spellbound '81 (NEW*LIM.DLP BLACK V.*LIVE NOTTINGHAM) - 26 €
Mighty Music/ Target Group 2019 – Brandnew limited double black vinyl, gatefold cover
Are you ready for one of the best live recordings ever done by a rock band in 2019 the Tygers Of Pan Tang will release "Hellbound Spellbound
Live 1981".
Featuring the classic line up of Jon Deverill (Vocals), Robb Weir (Guitars), John Sykes (Guitars), Rocky (Bass) & Brian Dick (Drums).
The show was originally recorded live by Chris Tsangarides at Nottingham Rock City in 1981 and has now been remixed and remastered by
Soren Andersen (Glenn Hughes/Mike Tramp) in October 2018 at the Medley Studios in Denmark.
TYRANN - Tyrann 7" (PRE-ORDER*LIM.300 BLACK VINYL*TERMINAL*ENFORCER*GOTHAM CITY) – 12 €
Electric Assault Records 20149 - Brandnew limited Vinyl reissue of the sold out tape. One-time pressing of 300 copies.
Don't make fashion of our Heavy Metal passion! From the mastermind behind Terminal and featuring members of Enforcer, Tribulation &
Second Sun comes TYRANN.
Two blazing tracks of total Svensk Metal not far from Gotham City, originally released on cassingle by fledging label Knight of Diamonds
Records, which sold out in less than 24 hours.
This 7"-reissue on Electric Assault Records is limited to a one-time pressing of 300 copies.
TYRANT - King of Kings (NEW*LIM.100 BLACK VINYL*US METAL CLASSIC 1996) - 18 €
Shadow Kingdom Records 2018 - Limited Edition in black vinyl, ltd 100, gatefold, insert
US Metal Killer from 1996 - their 3rd Album !

TYRANT - King of Kings (NEW* LIM.400 BONE VINYL*US METAL CLASSIC 1996) - 18 €
Shadow Kingdom Records 2018 - Limited Edition in Bone vinyl, ltd 400, gatefold, insert
US Metal Killer from 1996 - their 3rd Album !
TYRANT - Legions of the Dead (NEW*LIM.400 BLUE VINYL*US METAL CLASSIC 1985) - 18 €
Shadow Kingdom Records 2018 - Limited Edition in Blue vinyl, ltd 400, gatefold, insert - reissue 2018, This glorious debut album by California's
best heavy/power metal band TYRANT is as dark and thunderous as the cover. Burning guitar licks and crushing Iron Maiden-esque beats,
mixed in with catchy hooks makes this album one hell of a ride! An album to discover (or re-discover) in the darkness!
TYRANT - Legions of the Dead (NEW*LIM.100 BLACK VINYL*US METAL CLASSIC 1985) - 18 €
Shadow Kingdom Records 2018 - Limited Edition in Black vinyl, ltd 100, gatefold, insert - reissue 2018, This glorious debut album by California's
best heavy/power metal band TYRANT is as dark and thunderous as the cover. Burning guitar licks and crushing Iron Maiden-esque beats,
mixed in with catchy hooks makes this album one hell of a ride! An album to discover (or re-discover) in the darkness!
TYRANT - Too Late to Pray (NEW*LIM.100 BLACK VINYL*US METAL CLASSIC 1987) - 18 €
Shadow Kingdom Records 2018 - Limited Edition in Black vinyl, ltd 100, gatefold, insert - reissue 2018, Released two years after "Legions of the
Dead", this album is Tyrant's second full length. Bursting of brilliant, heavy/power metal riffs, mixed with some slower cuts; it has a totally
unique sound that will draw you back again and again. Highlights of the record are the fist-pumping heavy metal anthems such as "Valley of
Death" and the crushing "Eve of Destruction". With Glen May's cryptic screams and Rocky Rockwell's heavy Sabbath influences, you too will be
drawn in this epic heavy metal gem!
TYRANT - Too Late to Pray (NEW*LIM.400 RED VINYL*US METAL CLASSIC 1987) - 18 €
Shadow Kingdom Records 2018 - Limited Edition in Red vinyl, ltd 400, gatefold, insert - reissue 2018, Released two years after "Legions of the
Dead", this album is Tyrant's second full length. Bursting of brilliant, heavy/power metal riffs, mixed with some slower cuts; it has a totally
unique sound that will draw you back again and again. Highlights of the record are the fist-pumping heavy metal anthems such as "Valley of
Death" and the crushing "Eve of Destruction". With Glen May's cryptic screams and Rocky Rockwell's heavy Sabbath influences, you too will be
drawn in this epic heavy metal gem!
VHÄLDEMAR - Against All Kings (NEW*LIM.250 BLACK V.*SPA HEAVY METAL*ACCEPT*GAMMA RAY*PRIEST) - 15 €
Fighter Records 2017 - Limited Vinyl version + Insert - 250 Copies in black wax of the 5th album by one of Spain's leading Heavy Metal bands
singing in english!
Their best work so far, a killer masterpiece of powerful Metal with awesome guitar work, killer riffs and catchy choruses. This album has it all!!
For lovers of ACCEPT/U.D.O., JUDAS PRIEST, GAMMA RAY, MANOWAR, GRAVE DIGGER, RUNNING WILD
WRATHBLADE - God Οf Τhe Deep Unleashed (NEW*LIM.100 BLUE V.*EPIC METAL*VISIGOTH*OMEN*SLOUGH FEG) - 22 €
Eat Metal Records 2018 – Limited Edition Blue vinyl + insert + 12 page booklet, ltd to 100 copies
Fantastic new album from Greece – True Epic Metal for Fans of Slough Feg, Omen, Argus, Solstice, Visigoth or Eternal Champion !
WRATHBLADE - God Οf Τhe Deep Unleashed (NEW*LIM.250 BLACK V.*EPIC METAL*VISIGOTH*OMEN*SLOUGH FEG) - 20 €
Eat Metal Records 2018 – Limited Edition Black vinyl + insert - 250 Copies
Fantastic new album from Greece – True Epic Metal for Fans of Slough Feg, Omen, Argus, Solstice, Visigoth or Eternal Champion !
XENOPHILE - Systematic Enslavement (NEW*LIM.500 DLP*SPLATTER V.*US TECH/THRASH METAL*REALM*AGENT STEEL*ARCANE) - 23 €
No Dust Records 2019 - Fantastic US TECH/THRASH/SPEED METAL Newcomer, Killer Riffs, powerful Vocals + high pitched Screams !
Now on Limited Edition DLP with Etching – limited 500 copies in Orange Splatter Vinyl + Picture + 4 Page Booklet + mini Poster
For Fans of Toxik, Realm, Arcane, Sacral Rage, Agent Steel, Vektor
Featuring the Ron Iglesias (Toxik) on vocals.

BACK IN STOCK VINYL
GRIM REAPER - See You in Hell (NEW*LIM.BLACK VINYL*180gr*NWOBHM CLASSIC) - 22 €
Music On Vinyl 2018 - Brandnew limited reissue 2018, 180g BLACK vinyl
NWOBHM CLASSIC - a must have !
LAZARUS SIN - Intracranial Mass (NEW*LIM.500 BLACK V.*US METAL CLASSIC*SLAUTER XYTROYES*CRIMSON GLORY) - 18 €
Steel Legacy Records/Trigger Records 2013 - Official reissue on vinyl for the first time, limited to 500 copies on black vinyl. Remastered sound,
includes double sided insert with lyrics and photos and an extra 4-page colored insert with a detailed band interview.
Fantastic US Metal Classic from 1988 - for Fans of Slauter Xstroyes, Crimson Glory, Iron Maiden
MANILLA ROAD - Open the Gates (NEW*LIM.300 BONE V.*US EPIC METAL MASTERPIECE ’85) - 18 €
High Roller Records 2019 - Limited reissue 2019, bone vinyl, ltd 300, 425gsm heavy cardboard cover, lyric sheet, A5 photo
US Epic Power Metal Masterpiece from 1985 – maybe their best Album ever !
THE WIZARDS - Full Moon in Scorpio (NEW*#1 DEAF FOREVER*HARD ROCK/METAL SPA) - 19 €
Fighter Records 2017 - #1 Deaf Forever - Vinyl version in black wax of the 2nd album by this 70's Hard & Heavy Rock band from Spain
influenced by acts like
BLACK SABBATH, GRAND MAGUS, THE CULT, BLUE OYSTER CULT, PENTAGRAM, DEEP PURPLE, DIO, HORISONT, ELECTRIC WIZARD

TAPES
LÖANSHARK - The Warning Sessions TAPE (NEW*LIM.50 COPIES*SPA HEAVY/SPEED METAL*EXCITER*ATTACKER) - 9 €
Witchcraft Records 2018 - Limited and numbered to 50 yellow copies. 3 body booklet including lyrics.
Killer Heavy / Speed Metal / NWOBHM from Spain (not mixed up with the Finnish Loanshark)
For Fans of Exciter, Malice, Picture, Attacker, Armored Saint
OATH - Legion TAPE (NEW*LIM.50*EPIC NWOBHM*LEGEND*ANGEL WITCH*MAGNESIUM) - 9 €
Witchcraft Records 2018 - Limited and numbered to 50 black copies. 3 body booklet including lyrics.
Oath is the personal project of Scottish heavy metal band Tantrum's guitarist Steve Waddell - and its fantastic Epic NWOBHM worship
For Fans of Hällas, Wytch Hazel and early Epic NWOBHH - Angel Witch, Praying Mantis, Legend Gorgon or Magnesium (both from Japan), who
know fully well what creates the magic within songs from this time period; catchy rhythm riffs intertwining with cleverly arranged vocal
melodies, interesting resolutions to highly anticipated phrases, and melodious solo-work with an ear for harmony with balls.
Limited 12" + CD Edition will be released through Underground Power Records !
ROUGH SPELLS - Modern Kicks For The Solitary Witch TAPE (NEW*LIM.100*CAN METAL*SPELL*CASTLE*JUDAS PRIEST) - 9 €
Hoove Child Records 2018 - US Import ! Limited to 100 hand numbered copies on smoky tinted cassettes
Debut 6 song release from Toronto, Canada's Rough Spells !
Excellent heavy metal/hard rock with a bit of hazy/dark vibes.
For fans of Castle, early Judas Priest, Black Sabbath, Spell !
THE WIZARDS - Rise of the Serpent TAPE (NEW*LIM. 50 BLACK*HARD ROCK*THIN LIZZY*UFO*HORISONT*DEAD LORD) - 10 €
Witchcraft Records 2019 Brandnew ltd 50, professional Black tape and 5 pannel booklet including lyrics
Occult Heavy / Doom / 70ies / Hard Rock / Metal from Spain !
3rd album by this 70's Hard & Heavy Rock band from Spain influenced by acts like BLACK SABBATH, UFO, THIN LIZZY, GRAND MAGUS, THE
CULT, BLUE OYSTER CULT, PENTAGRAM, DEEP PURPLE, DIO, HORISONT, ELECTRIC WIZARD
THE WIZARDS - Rise of the Serpent TAPE (NEW*LIM. 50 BLUE*HARD ROCK*THIN LIZZY*UFO*HORISONT*DEAD LORD) - 10 €
Witchcraft Records 2019 Brandnew ltd 50, professional Blue tape and 5 pannel booklet including lyrics
Occult Heavy / Doom / 70ies / Hard Rock / Metal from Spain !
3rd album by this 70's Hard & Heavy Rock band from Spain influenced by acts like BLACK SABBATH, UFO, THIN LIZZY, GRAND MAGUS, THE
CULT, BLUE OYSTER CULT, PENTAGRAM, DEEP PURPLE, DIO, HORISONT, ELECTRIC WIZARD
WARDOGS – Same TAPE (NEW*LIM.50*SPA SPEED/HEAVY METAL*FLOTSAM*V.RUMORS) - 9 €
Witchcraft Records 2018 - Limited and numbered to 50 black copies. 3 body booklet including lyrics.
Oldschool Speed Metal from Spain for Fans of Vicious Rumors, Flotsam & Jetsam
WITCHFIST - Demo Tape 2018 (NEW*LIM.ED. + PATCH*US HEAVY/DOOM*HELLHAMMER) - 8 €
Dystopian Dogs Records 2018 - US Direct Import - Limited Edition Tape + Patch!
Heavy / Doom / Thrash Metal from Michigan, female fronted for Fans of Hellhammer, Reverend Bizarre

MAGAZINE
DEAF FOREVER #28 (NEW*GER MAG*VISIGOTH + POSTER: HELLOWEEN*TYPE O NEGATIVE) - 7 €
„By steel, by silver
I slay like a wolf in the night
By steel, by silver
I slay, runes of power be my light!“
Es gibt nur ganz, ganz wenige Heavy-Metal-Bands der jungen Generation, deren Texte den Fans in Fleisch und Blut übergegangen sind und die
bei Konzerten lautstark mitgesungen werden. Visigoth sind die momentan populärste und beste neue Heavy-Metal-Band - zumindest abseits
der Mainstream-Metal-Szene. Zwei Longplayer und eine Demo-EP reichten aus, um die sympathischen Jungs aus Salt Lake City an die Spitze
der aktuellen US-Metal-Szene zu katapultieren - und bei uns bekommen sie die erste Titelstory ihrer Karriere.
Ebenfalls zu den Bands, bei denen die Metalfans außer Rand und Band geraten, zählen Metal Inquisitor. Faule Kompromisse, wie sie Legionen
anderer Combos eingehen - sei es im Studio oder live auf der Bühne - gibt es bei den Koblenzern, die eigentlich aus Newcastle, London oder
Birmingham kommen müssten, nicht. Und unterhaltsam sind sie zudem auch noch.
Schon traditionell für den Monat Februar liefern wir euch die Auswertung des großen Leser-Jahrespolls. Verraten wollen wir an dieser Stelle
noch nichts – nur so viel: Ihr seid die Besten und die Geschmackssichersten! Diesmal habt ihr den Rekord, was die Zuschriften und E-Mails
angeht, aufgestellt. Umso repräsentativer ist das bunte Ergebnis für den Metal-Underground im deutschsprachigen Raum im Jahre 2018. Und
das erfüllt uns schon ein bisschen mit Stolz.
Einer unserer gefährlichsten Mitarbeiter, Michael “Hefte raus, Klassenarbeit!” Kohsiek, hat seit seiner Schulzeit zwei Träume: Einmal
zusammen mit Martin Brandt und Oli Weinsheimer alle 26 Jag-Panzer-Groupies dieser Erde vögeln - und einmal mit King Diamond plaudern.
Traum eins soll spätestens im Jahre 2023 in den großen Sommerferien in Angriff genommen werden, und Traum zwei ist bereits Realität. Wir
gratulieren!
Seine Geschichte über die early days der Aachener Thrasher Holy Moses hatte Wolf-Rüdiger Mühlmann schon im Jahre 1991 fertig, legte sie
aber zum Reifen neben seinen guten alten Wein (drei Flaschen, abgezapft und originalverkorkt von Pahlgruber & Söhne) in den Keller. Jetzt
endlich hat das Werk die nötige Würze, wurde von Sabina Classen noch ein bisschen verfeinert - und liegt euch in mundgerechter Form vor.
Worauf die Welt nicht weniger sehnsüchtig gewartet hat, ist endlich mal eine richtig große Story über Absu, die Miterfinder des Black Thrash,
auch wenn sich die Texaner selbst lieber als Mythological Occult Metal bezeichnen. Stefan Franke unterhielt sich mit dem total

durchgeknallten Bandkopf Proscriptor McGovern tagelang und ließ sich durch die lange Geschichte dieser völlig unterbewerteten, total
einzigartigen Band führen.
Weitere Interviews haben wir geführt mit: Overkill, Traveler, Our Survival Depends On Us, Flotsam And Jetsam, Candlemass, Herman Frank,
Queensryche, Deserted Fear, Sanhedrin, Mirror Of Deception, Magic Circle, Undead Prophecies, Hexvessel, Exumer, Backyard Babies, While
Heaven Wept, Black Viper, Powergame, Demon Head, Dew-Scented, Wheel, Wizard, Rosy Vista, The Three Tremors sowie Antropomorphia.
In unserer Earmageddon-Rubrik befassen wir uns diesmal mit dem Werk von Pearl Jam, und unser Magazin-Sarkophag namens Under A
Funeral Moon liefert euch diesmal u.a. Interviews mit Whoredom Rife, Funereal Presence, Cantique Lépreux, Obliteration und Hadopelagyal.
Unsere beliebten Rubriken The Dungeons Are Calling, Heavy Metal Hunter und Forgotten Jewels fördern wieder massig Wahnsinnige, Tipps
und Talente zutage.
Selbstredend gibt’s ein komplettes Paralleluniversum voller Tonträger-Reviews, und zwei geschmackssichere Poster spendieren wir euch
ebenfalls: Pete Steele/Type O Negative (live) sowie auf vielfachen Leserwunsch “Walls Of Jericho” von Helloween.
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ACHTUNG: Wenn ihr unseren Newsletter künftig nicht mehr erhalten möchtet, dann bitte auf diese Email rückantworten mit
dem Vermerk "Bitte aus Email - Verteiler löschen" !
ATTENTION: If you no longer wish to receive our newsletter in the future, please reply to this email with the note "Please
delete from email - mailing list"!

